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               Colonial Settlement 1820 - 1860 

  

   Colonial Heritage Conservation Tourism Visualisation Module  

 Establishing the first stages of the Holistic Vision of Bulga Ancestral Heritage with Cultural Centre 

located preferable at Heritage Bulga School 1879 on Putty Road showcasing as Interactive Colonial 

Displays of existing Historical and Genealogy Documents, featuring Bulga Pioneer Legends. 

Document prepared also to identify the Short, Medium and Long Term features that would provide the 

Showcase at the Cockfighters  Valley Colonial Cultural Heritage Centre.   

 

 

Patricks Plains Culture 1820’s 
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 Many Cultures have merged into one Nation “Australia” after two Hundred Years. 

 Beginning as the Penal settlement at Sydney Cove on 26th January 1788, twenty years later 

by 1808 the Colonials were hemmed in on the East Coast of “New Holland” by “The Blue 

Mountains to the South, West and North”.  

 A ”Convict Penal Settlement” at “Coal River” was established in 1795 along the coast to the 

North, again as a secured enclave. 

 By 1810, “Colonial Self Sufficiency” in this land of “Floods and Droughts” emerged to 

embrace an understanding of the ways of the “Native Aboriginals of these lands”, which contrasted 

the Colonial Visions of Grassy Lands and fresh flowing Water for crops and Cattle as food. 

 The Pioneer Ancestral Heritage Culture focus here is to detail and Visualise the Reconciled 

Culture that emerged during the first ten Years 1820 to 1830 of the Colonial Pioneers Settlers and 

Baiame Aboriginal Inhabitants coexistence in what was been identified here as “The Cockfighters 

Valley Precinct” Environs. Subsequently 200 Years later, todays Community Culture is still 

influenced by these intervening Cultural Heritage traits. 

 By 1819 Explorer John Howe recognised and adapted local knowledge in his quest in the 

“Blue Mountains” as it was known at the time in the search for a safe route to “Grassy Plains” to the 

West. In March 1820, Howes Party entered the Grassy Lands beside the Baiame Cave, across the 

Brook, and onto the “River Hunter”, where he named these lands as “Saint Patricks Plains”. 

 Within a year by 1822 Henry Dangar had surveyed Parish Allotments, all with River 

frontages, Reserves for Towns, Churches and Schools, but without Roads or tracks; and in that year 

Pioneer Settlers Families inhabited the “Patricks Plains Land Grants” they received. 

 Cockfighters Creek became the “Gateway to the Hunter Valley” and Liverpool Plains, as 

Bulga and the Bulga Track developed as the “Stock Route” which serviced Food for Sydney. 

  During 1820 to 1830 Colonial Settlers Tracks were established to suit their purpose with sure 

footed water crossings, while Colonial Governors planned the Roads and Towns. 

 Ten Years on by 1829 Major Mitchells South, West and North Roads and Towns plans 

focused upon at Bulga as “The Great North Road” via the Wollombi Valley, Broke , Warkworth, 

Muswellbrook, etc with the Hunter Valley being seen almost as Sub Colony at the time. 

 “The Bulga Culture Centre Implementation Plan” is set to detail the scope in the initial 

period of two to five years for the Short, Medium and Long Term Ancestral Heritage Periods. The 

first two years 2017 & 2018 specifically will establish the Heritage Bulga School as the Bulga 

Culture Centre complete with Visualisation Screens and Bulga Cultural Displays, as well as 

providing the resource facilities, to prepare and collate the various Visual Detailing Displays of the 

Cockfighters Valley Precinct for the Period 1810 to 1830 as Display Composites.  

 “The Wonnarua and Hunter Valley Conservation Heritage Park (WHVCHP)” proposed in 

Community Submissions first in 2010 sought recognition of the combined Aboriginal and Colonial 

Heritage Conservation. Specifically, the significance of Mitchell’s Great North Road connectivity 

between Broke Vere to Warkworth Village and Wambo Homestead involvement in this road was 

featured in the WHVCHP along with the WWII RAAF Base State Significant Heritage. Two Clarke 

Ancestral Homes; “Girale and Ohio” were located in this same area while “Willow Farm” is nearby. 
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 The Cockfighters Valley Precinct here is considered an adjunct of the UNESCO World 

Heritage–listed Greater Blue Mountains Area National Park that forms part of the Great Dividing 

Range being the Gateway to the ‘Sub Colony of Sydney Cove” at Saint Patricks Plains, in March1820. 

 This Valley hosts the remnants of the Gondwanaland movement and Ice Age weathering 

yielding Yengo and Wollomi Forest formations, Wollombi Brook and with Creeks, settling now as 

Sand Sheets (Warkworth Sands) and with “Liken Carpets” across areas of Bulga WWII RAAF Base. 

 To understand the Heritage Significance of this Valley and Grassy Plains is to understand the 

Baiame connectivity of the Yengo and Wollomi Aboriginal Legends, Artefacts, the Baiame Cave 

and Bora Ground and “Baiame Aboriginal Custodians of all these Brook and River Lands”    

 By 1820, the Baiame Aboriginal Inhabitants “welcomed” the Pioneer Colonial Settlers and 

their Convicts and unusual animals to these grassy Plains, Cockfighter’s Creek and the River Hunter. 

        
 Our younger generations comment that only the Forests and Mountain areas are National Parks 

and that the connectivity of the Grassy Plains, Rocky sandy Creeks and River formations are just as 

significant. Clearly above; Mining is better recording Aboriginal Artefacts in these Grassy Plain areas. 

  Community Historic Heritage Conservation Zone expectations focuses on retaining all 

surface Mine land west of and including Mitchell’s Great North Road from Broke to Warkworth and 

beyond, Bulga WWII RAAF Base with its Liken area, Warkworth Sand Sheets, and all Bora Ground 

designated areas, and bounded by 100 metres West of Wollombi Brook Semicircular arc, and 

including all Biodiversity Lands to be incorporated. Heritage restoration is also expected. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNESCO
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greater_Blue_Mountains_Area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Dividing_Range
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Dividing_Range
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 Hunter/Wollombi junction 1979 looking north – Benjamin Singleton occupation in 1821    

   

http://www.panoramio.com/photo_explorer#user=3835883&with_photo_id=35781210&order=date_desc
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 The various competing influences that emerged as the Pioneer Settlers with no formal roads 

and somewhat temporary dwellings soon progressed as Government Roads, Post Offices, Mounted 

Police and Bullock Teams for supplies to and fro and Shipping developed. As crops flourished 

Colonial Estates some with the finest of English Building styles began to appear along the Hunter 

River Valley.  

 Having established the Ancestral Culture periods through to present time, each of these 

periods by their nature would be characterised by the changing influences that the Colonial 

Settlements encountered, often as a result of having to face and overcome Flood, Drought, Fires and 

the unknown perils of a strange land.  

 The cumulative assembly of knowledge, experience, beliefs, values, attitudes, meanings, 

hierarchies, religion, notions of time, roles, spatial relations, concepts of the universe, and material 

objects and possessions acquired by a group of people in the course of generations through 

individual and developing Social interaction manifests as the Culture that defines each Period as 

distinct from any other Period.. 

 Chronologically, in terms of habitat there are the early Pioneer Huts that give way to 

Expanding Estates, Colonial Homesteads, Public Inns, Villages, law and order, Farming Enterprises, 

Manpower needs, Farm and transport Animals, Road building, Food, Wine and water sources, 

Towns, developing Agricultural Industries such as Dairy, Wheat, Corn, Cattle, Salt production, Food 

Canning, Blacksmiths and Carpenters, Wheelwrights, Motoring, Machinery, Coal Industry, Schools, 

Commerce and the Arts. 

 The Phase 3 primary focus is planned to trace Colonial Settlement developments as 

Visualisation Modules Composite Images, locality based and envisaged to focus on gathering 

representative images and videos to capture the distinctive features of the Ancestral Cultural Periods 

they are associated with.  

 Across the Hunter Valley today, they are; those Buildings that remain, some Heritage listed; 

those that are in ruins and are complete enough to be restored, and often subject of Local Museum 

curiosity; Ruins of significance where Archaeological studies are contemplated; locality only sites; 

those destroyed to make way for …. etc.  Restoration and salvage outcomes are expected to result. 

 It is the intention to focus upon three distinct considerations of preliminary information 

gathering and trial presentations; firstly, Buildings and Estates; secondly Prominent Persons and 

Family Dynasties; and thirdly Estates that shaped Localities, Towns and Village Communities. 

RAAF Base Airstrips to prevent further deterioration as earmarked for future Community use.  

 By way of illustration the Phase 3 Map “European Composite Cultures” identifies the 2020 

Vision of the here and now in the Hunter Valley, where much of the information is locked away 

from view in storage related to Aboriginal Heritage and Artefacts distribution, Pioneer Colonial 

History and Heritage in local and State Museums and libraries, Colonial Homesteads open for Public 

viewing on appropriate occasions, Tourism ventures and Community Festivals.  
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 Three Phases are envisaged for the progressive development of the Bulga Culture Centre over 

the initial five years, and ongoing for 20 years to coincide with the expected cessation of Open cut 

Mining in the area.  

 There will be an initial period of two to five years to establish the Short, Medium and Long 

Term Ancestral Culture Plans, where the focus will be upon consolidation of land areas that are 

strategically to remain in Perpetuity for the Public Benefit, progressively as Coal Mining operations 

are coming to a close in this Cockfighter Valley Environs. 

 The establishment of “The Cockfighter’s Valley Precinct” is seen very much an Adjunct to 

the Blue Mountains series of National and State Parks, and is seen as an integral Heritage Entity; 

being a natural extension focusing upon Ancestral Culture of Aboriginal, Convict, Explorers, Pioneer 

Settlers, and the Colonial Settlement over the 100 Years from 1800 when the survival of the Colony 

was under threat particularly from Drought and reliance upon Shipping for Supplies. 

 

  
 

 The connectivity between The Colony, Cow Pastures, Windsor, Cockfighter’s Creek, Saint 

Patricks Plains, Wallis Plains, King’s Town as Explored by John Howe’s Party in March 1820 

established for the Early Colony Grassy Plains with flowing Rivers and Streams that released the 

Colony from the stranglehold of the Mountains Ranges, Gorges, and seeming endless Forests that 

trapped Sydney on the Eastern Seaboard. 

 

Mt Blaxland 

1813

 

HUME

1814

 

HOWE

1820
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 Breaking free of these Mountains and their Exploration during the 1800’s, soon say the 

prominence of Surveyors of Roads and “Free Settler Land Grants” and Allotments in the newly 

found Grassy Plains. While Bathurst Lands were opened in 1813-1815, Saint Patricks Plains by 1820 

on the “River Hunter” was just north of the Colony and West up the River from Wallis Plains and 

King’s Town (Newcastle) on the East Coast. Soon the focus was on Roads. 

 Not only could Saint Patricks Plains be reached overland from Windsor and Wallis Plains, 

the “River Hunter” provided boat access at least some 90 miles of River Plains on the Williams, 

Paterson and Hunter River and to beyond Scone by 1821. Subsequent Settler Grant Allotments 

Surveyed by Henry Dangar in 1821-1825 were planned for River access frontages, without Roads, 

but including Church and School Estates. All other lands were “Crown Lands”. 

 The initial Phase of the Ancestral Heritage in the Hunter Valley focuses upon the changing 

nature of the Colony’s Culture as the mixture of the Privileged, Incarcerated, Free Settlers, rich and 

poor in a strange land; and Aboriginal Culture adapted in these same lands interacting. 

 The Colonial Culture that developed in the somewhat protected Colony Environs of the first 

30 years of close living 1788 -1818, is contrasted with Colonial Settler’s Culture in the next 30 years 

1818 -1848 as the “Foothold of the Colony became an Established Settlement”. 

  The Lion’s share of these changes that imprinted what was to emerge as “The Australian 

Spirit” was forged initially in 1820’s at Patricks Plains, “The Birthplace of the Hunter Valley”.  

 The Character Traits of the early Explorers, the Pioneers, Early Settlers, Colonial Settlements 

exhibited in these “Strange and Harsh Lands” imprinted upon their lives, coalesced as a distinctive 

Settler Culture in a simular way the Environs had shaped and moulded the original Habitants of the 

land, the Aboriginal Tribes with their distinctive language, artefacts and belief systems. 

 The Bulga Ancestral Culture Centre is distinctive from the traditional Heritage Museum with 

the focus on the lifecycle changes from one Culture Generation to the next.   

 Cultural Generations being defined here as the Culture Shifts that develop; Environs, 

Environment, Habitat, Social Harmony etc, and being the Hallmarks of the Social Fabric of that 

particular Community at the time.  

 The Ancestral Culture as for Culture in general is defined in Wikipedia as “….. 
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 There will be a number of Community Anniversary Celebration Opportunities that are 

approaching in the Bulga Community, with amongst the most significant for the Hunter Valley is the 

Howe Exploration of the Land North of the then Colony frontier at Windsor in November 1819 and 

March 1820.  

 The Pioneer Families of the “County of Northumberland, Parish of Warkworth, Lemington, 

Wittingham soon on the Early Settlers Granted land in 1821 by their presence influenced a Culture 

shift towards Colonial Settlement that is the initial Phase to be documented and Visualised for Bulga 

Ancestral Culture Centre. 

 The Bulga Ancestral Culture Centre at this stage is seen to dovetail with the “Our Villages 

Our Vision 2012” Bulga Stock Reserve by incorporating the Heritage significant Bulga School 

fronting the Putty road as this would be ideally suited for the Culture Centre outlined. This is also in 

line with Bulga Community approaches made to Singleton Council in 2011.  
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 The Bulga Ancestral Culture Centre Implementation Plan has its initial focus on Colonial 

Cultural Heritage as past down to Descendants of the Early Colonial Settler Families, some who 

retain a family linage to this Cockfighter Valley area. 

 This is envisaged to be visually collated as Talking Heritage Modules to capture the Oral 

Heritage recollections of long standing Bulga Community Residents, Siblings, etc, past and present. 

These Modules to be prepared for direct Tourism Interactive Visualisation (TIV) use. 

 The Need for Professionals Historians to establish Primary Archival Heritage facts and 

Visualised Extracts is fundamental to Authenticate the information, such as: that is supported by 

writings and Diaries of Explorers, Accounts of events recorded at the time, Photos, Paintings, 

searches back through Documents based on previous publications with rewriten History, etc . 

 Tracing the “Migration paths of Early Colonial Settlements”, collate and prepare TIV’s 

related by periods of Pioneer Exploits, Farming Family Enterprises, Characters, Homesteads, 

Lifestyle Cultures, Social interactions, Community Impacts, and the like, etc.  

Bulga Culture Centre Implementation Plan Vision 

 Anniversary Tourism Vision (2 Years 2016-2018) 

Aboriginal occupancy. 

NSW Colony exploration 1788 – 1820  

Colonial Exploration Saint Patricks Plains - early Settlement 1810 -1825 

 

 Short Term Tourism Vision (5 Years Target  1825 - 1852) 

Colonial Settlement 1825-1852 & Bora period. 

Convict’s role in Settlements 

 

 Medium Term Tourism Vision (10 Years Target 1860- 1945) 

Colonisation of Hunter Valley 1860 – 1900. 

Hunter Valley Food Bowl 1900 – 1945. 

 

 Long Term Tourism Vision (15 Years Target 1942 - 2050) 

Post WW2 Industrialisation 1950 - 2000 

New Millennium Challenges 2000 – 2020. 

Coexistence, Health, Environment and developing Tourism. 2020 – 2050 

 

 Futuristic Tourism Vision (15 Years Target 2050 – 2100. 

  Future Rehabilitated Land & Water Environs, Solar Farms, Mountain Wind Farms. 

Hunter River Transportation with Locks 

Cities on Mine Moonscape land, Recreation and Water Storage Dams. 
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 Examples “Tourism Interactive Visualisation” 
         (National Museum of Australian Canberra) 
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SSHEG Heritage Conservation 2002 – 2010 

 The interplay between Aboriginal Culture and Colonial influences is a fundamental facet that 

has so far slipped through the gaps in the overall Heritage documented of the Colonial and Convict 

significance of the 1820’s Patrick Plains’ 

 This was recognised in 2010 when the previous 2002 compromises between Aboriginal 

Heritage, Flora and Fauna Protection, Colonial Heritage, Community Health impacts from Mining of 

Ridges to the East of the Wollombi Brook over to the Hunter River. 

 The Community review in 2010 detailed that an inadequate level of scrutiny had been 

focused by Authorities upon both the Colonial and Aboriginal Heritage of what was known as in 

1820’s as “The Birthplace of the Hunter Valley”. 

  Colonial Fate perhaps sees this same land area from the then described ”Blue Mountains” to 

the West, descending to the Eastern Plains on Tribal inhabited Lands all the way over the Brook to 

the Hunter River; with an apparent connectivity between the Baiame Cave imagery overlooking the 

Bora Ground and a land subsistence area sufficient for around 600 Aboriginals in 1852 to assemble 

for a somewhat lengthy period. 

  It is these Cultures and the influences of the early Pioneer Settlers upon this ancient Culture 

and the Culture imparted to these Settlers and their families in this locality that is sought. 

The Ancestral Culture progression to modern times lives on today in this Cockfighter’s Creek area as 

descends of these First Pioneer Settlers and Aboriginals remain today protecting their legacy, stories 

and legends. 

 However it is now recognised that there is little imagery, such as actual photos, film, aerial 

film or video of the Aboriginal significant land surfaces destroyed by Surface Mining; and in their 

absence the task of synthesizing a Visual connectivity between Photos and Stored Artefacts while 

warranted is achievable with modern Visual Technologies.  

 

 Extracts of the Community 2010 review below highlight the extent of the investigations 

sought, with the two questions posed; “Unique Aboriginal Site or Not?” and “Colonial Heritage 

established at Wollombi Brook at Saint Patricks Plains”. 
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Mined area 2010 
 

 

 

Conservation Zones 2 & 3 

&       WWii RAAF BASE  

Aboriginal 

Significance 

surface area 

ploughed by 

2016 

Notes added 2016 
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 The Bulga Ancestral Culture Centre Implementation Plan has its initial focus on Colonial 

Cultural Heritage as past down to Descendants of the Early Colonial Settler Families, some who 

retain a family lineage to this Cockfighter Valley area. 

 Three Implementation Phases are outlined here; the first to coincide with the 200 Year 

anniversary of the John Howe’s Exploration party entering via the Bulga Track and reaching the 

“River Hunter” in March 1820, where today the Howe Monument is located on the Whittingham 

Plains on New England Highway opposite Racecourse Lane. 

 

 Phase 1 Pioneer Culture 1800 to 1850 

  2 Years Plan involves the establishment of the Bulga Culture Centre at the  

    Heritage Bulga School (now miss-named as Mt Leonards School) 

     Open within one year in conjunction with Cockfighter Tavern to cater 

    for Snacks and Light Meals for the 200 Year Bulga Heritage Festival. 

    Establish List and References of Colonial Homesteads, Dynasties,  

    Photos, Maps, Private and Government Collections pertaining to  

    Hunter Valley. 

 Phase 2 Establish Cockfighter’s Valley Precinct 

  2 -5 Years Plan for and establish the Bulga Culture Precinct as an adjunct to the 

    Yengo and Wollomi National and State Forested areas to connect the 

    Cockfighter Valley Precinct; encompassing Broke, Vere, Fordwich, 

    Milbrodale, Bulga, Wambo, Warkworth through to Jerry’s Plains. 

    Establish and Plan the Cockfighter Valley Precinct which encompasses 

    the Warkworth Conservation Area including the Bulga RAAF Base 

    extended cross site and retention of Great north Road in the final  

    configuration at Mine Surface Closure. 

    Identify and prepare Composite Land Maps that identify the land areas 

    as Biodiversity offsets of preserved lease areas to be handed back as 

    Public Land . 

    Plan the Successive Culture Generations from Pioneer to Colonial  

    Settlements onwards to 1900. 

 Phase 3 Culture Generations   

  5 -20 Years Plan the transfer of All Mining Conservation and Biodiversity Areas 

    into the Cockfighters Valley Princinct for Community Functions etc.  
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 The establishment of “The Cockfighter’s Valley Precinct” is seen very much an Adjunct to 

the Blue Mountains series of National and State Parks, and is seen as an integral Heritage Entity; 

being a natural extension focusing upon Ancestral Culture of Aboriginal, Convict, Explorers, Pioneer 

Settlers, and the Colonial Settlement over the 100 Years from 1800 when the survival of the Colony 

was under threat particularly from Drought and reliance upon overseas Shipping for Supplies. 

 
 

 Topographically the “Blue Mountains” as they were referred to in the 1820’s to the North 

West of the Colony at Sydney Cove seemed an impenetrable barrier at the time until “Aboriginal 

Guides” exposed that paths were known to the local Tribes of these areas.  

 Clearly the separation of distance alone establishes that the Aboriginals who Inhabited the 

Baiame Cave and Bora Ceremonial Areas on the Wollombi Brook were at least Custodians of these 

Lands, and somehow descendants of Wollombi Valley Aboriginals upstream of the Wollombi Brook.   

 In any case the Mountains, protected North facing Valleys, Rocky cliffs Shelters and Caves, 

and descending onto the Glassy Plains and beyond the Wollombi Brook leading to the Hunter River 

establishes the Aboriginal Significance of these lands; as Artefacts, Grinding Groves, Scar Trees, 

now testify all across these areas.  

 “The Cockfighter’s Valley Precinct” area illustrated integrates the Aboriginal Significance 

with the Colonial Pioneer, Early Settlers and Convict significance across this area. The connectivity 

to both the Wollombi Valley and the Howes Valley later on by 1829 serves as the conduit to the 

Liverpool Plains Settlements and beyond. 

 Separately, and with little recordings of Aboriginal Habitation, “Saint Patricks Plains further 

North on the Hunter River” at Whittingham saw Colonial Settlement turn mainly to Agricultural 

Pursuits on larger Allotments Estates, and as Settlers ventured further North up the Valley the Hunter 

River Crossing at Singleton by 1828 was the more direct Track from Wallis Plains and Shipping on 

the Coast to the South East. 

 Cockfighter’s Valley Precinct Blue Mountains Complex 
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 The connectivity between The Colony, Cow Pastures, Windsor, Cockfighter’s Creek, Saint 

Patricks Plains, Wallis Plains, King’s Town as Explored by John Howe’s Party in March 1820 

established for the Early Colony Grassy Plains with flowing Rivers and Streams that released the 

Colony from the stranglehold of the Mountains Ranges, Gorges, and seemingly endless Forests that 

trapped Sydney on the Eastern Seaboard. This is illustrated below to highlight the importance of the 

developing Culture in the “Cockfighter’s Valley Precinct” in the early days of the Colonial 

Settlement; where Aboriginal Culture and Colonial Settlers Cultures shared these lands.  

 Few reports suggest anything other than mutual acceptance at Cockfighter’s Creek. 

 
  Comparison of Satellite Google Image 2016 with inlay image of  

  2010 Wonnarua and Hunter Valley Conservation Park Plan 1 

 
 Connectivity to “Blue Mountains, Linkage to Wollombi Valley and Howes Valley 

 

 “The Cockfighter’s Valley Precinct” outlined entails the Conservation Park Plan 1 as the 

centrepiece with Bulga, Wambo and Hunter Valley Operations Mines Conservation Areas to be added. 

  

Sydney Bound by Mountains & Gorges 

HUME 

1814 

Mt Blaxland                        

1813 

HOWE 

1820 
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 In those days of Horse or Bullock travel times, the remoteness of Patricks Plains from both 

Sydney and Wallis Plains meant the Colonial Settlement Culture took on a somewhat isolated and 

independent characteristic, apparently influenced to some extent by the Aboriginal inhabitants of the 

land the Settlers resided upon, as well as the ongoing influence of Convicts allocated throughout the 

region as the King’s Town, Coal River Penal Settlement was opened up to farming in 1822. 

 From 1810, convicts were seen as a source of labour to advance and develop the British 

colony. Convict labour was used to develop the public facilities of the colonies – roads, causeways, 

bridges, courthouses and hospitals. Convicts also worked for free settlers and small land holders.  

The discipline of rural labour was seen to be the best chance of reform. This view was adopted by 

Commissioner Bigge in a series of reports for the British Government published in 1822-23.

 Convicts formed the majority of the colony's population for the first few decades from 

1788, and by 1821 there was a growing number of freed convicts who were appointed to positions 

of trust and responsibility as well as being granted land. 

 The assignment of convicts to private employers was expanded in the 1820s and 1830s, the 

period when most Convicts were sent to the colonies, and this became the major form of 

employment. The Convict legacy no double remains imbedded in the Ancestral Culture of Saint 

Patricks Plains. 

 Breaking free of these Mountains and their Exploration during the 1800’s, soon saw the 

prominence of Surveyors of Roads and “Free Settler Land Grants” and Allotments in the newly 

found Grassy Plains. While Bathurst Lands were opened in 1813-1815, Saint Patricks Plains by 1820 

on the “River Hunter” was just north of the Colony and West up the River from Wallis Plains and 

Coal River (Newcastle) on the East Coast. Soon the focus changed from Paths to Tracks to Roads. 

 Not only could Saint Patricks Plains be reached overland from Windsor and Wallis Plains, 

the “River Hunter” provided boat access at least some 90 miles of River Plains on the Williams, 

Paterson and Hunter River and to beyond Scone by 1821. Subsequent Settler Grant Allotments 

Surveyed by Henry Dangar 1821-1825 were planned for River access frontages, without Roads, but 

including Church and School Estates. All other lands were “Crown Lands”. “ Unallocated Land was 

listed under “The Lands of the Australian Agricultural Company”. 
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1788-1810  Paths  

Colonial success in breaking free of the Blue Mountains that encircled the Sydney Cove Colony into 

the grassy Plains and Rivers beyond owed much to the realisation that “The Aboriginal Inhabitants 

of these lands” moved freely on Paths known to them alone. 

 Recently the extent of Aboriginal movement and Cultural significance surfaced in 2003 as 

the Wollomi National Park Eagle’s Reach Cave art revealed “a staggering 1200 images, representing at 
least 25 species of animals, and even some composite beings; half animal, half human. There were several 
different styles of art, which in itself was unusual, but It tells us that people were visiting that place again 
and again, and leaving their marks of identity behind… here people were undertaking physically demanding 
journeys to go back and to leave more art behind….. There was also up to 11 layers of art, one on top of the 
other which is almost unheard of. The Wollemi is a very special place…. It's the sort of place that I refer to as 
a junction, a meeting place where different groups came together and at the same time or at different times 
left their marks of identity, their special symbols behind”. (Catalyst TV 10/10/2003) 

 Since then, dozens of unrecorded rock art sites, animals, multiple figures, have been since 

found, suggesting that a Traditional Aboriginal Travel Route (possibly a Dreaming track) ran east-

west across Wollemi National Park. Relatively high density of sites comprising cave art and rock 

engravings of at least 40 figures, a rock platform 100 metres by 50 metres covered in engravings, 

including many spiritual beings in multiple remote locations in the Wollemi.  

 Not surprising then that reports amongst Convicts by James Wilson around Convict Rebellion 

time 1803 who lived for a time with local Aboriginals was of grassy Plains to the West beyond these 

Blue Mountains. The Rivers and creeks and Gullies were traced inland from the Coast without 

success until in “1813, Gregory Blaxland, William Lawson and William Wentworth succeeded in 

crossing the formidable barrier of forested gulleys and sheer cliffs presented by the Blue Mountains, 

west of Sydney, by following the ridges instead of looking for a route through the valleys. At Mount 

Blaxland they looked out over "enough grass to support the stock of the colony for thirty years", and 

expansion of the British settlement into the interior could begin”.[22] 

 

1810-1825  Tracks 

 Descending to these Bathurst Plains was a formidable challenge, and it was during the search 

for a better way that John Howe in 1820 established the Bulgar Track as the Gateway to the Hunter 

Valley. On his return to Windsor John Howe marked the Bulgar Track. 

 Two other tracks were identified between Wallis Plains, one from Colo to Lake Macquarie (  

(Persons Track), and the second from Wisemans ferry the Simpson Track and later being known as 

Parsons Road. 

 
 Henry Dangar who had surveyed Land Allotments with River frontages and no roads 

describe in 1828 below that Tracks by frequent use established the Colonial Tracks which in time 

prevailed as the early Roads.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregory_Blaxland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Lawson_(explorer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Wentworth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_Mountains_(New_South_Wales)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Blaxland,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Blaxland,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_New_South_Wales#cite_note-22
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 “A horseman who travelled from Sydney to Patrick's Plains in 1827 

along the line of road in progress took three days for the journey – the 

first day to Wiseman's Ferry - 49 miles (79 km). The second day to 'the 

head of the Wollombi' (about 12 mi (19 km) south of the future Wollombi 

village reserve) - 40 mi (64 km), and the third day to Patrick's Plains - 

36 mi (58 km), made a total of 125 mi (201 km).”[6] 

 

 “By the early 1840s, the inns operating at intervals along the Great 

North Road and its branch toward Maitland were (Solomon) Wiseman's 

at the Ferry, (Richard) Wiseman's Inn at the head of the Wollombi Valley 

(from 1827), Traveller's Test at Laguna (1835), Governor Gipps at 

Wollombi (1840), Rising Sun at Millfield (1840s) and the Cock Inn on 

Cockfighter Creek (c1840s).”[6] 
 

 
1820-1840  Tracks become Colonial Roads 

 In the intervening period 1813 to 1822 Exploration to the west of the Blue Mountains 

identified the extent and “Occupancy of these Regions” and the Grassy Plains and Rivers to the 

South, West and North West of Sydney Cove.  

  Allan Cunningham, botanist and explorer, approached the Goulburn River and Pages River, 

starting from Bathurst (1822-1823). 

 In 1824 Henry Dangar then residing at Neotsfield in the Wittingham Parish at Patricks Plains 

explored to the north, locating the Doughboy Hollow Track over Great Dividing Range, and 

crossing onto the Liverpool Plains. 

 Alan Cunningham, the Government Botanist, recorded a journey to Hunter's River from 

March 29th 1825 to May 31st 1825. In a series of explorations between 1823 and 1827 he discovered 

Pandora's Pass and the Darling Downs, explored the Liverpool Plains and made many other 

valuable discoveries. 

  The two key passes into the Liverpool Plains from Patricks Plains were Pandoras Pass near 

Coolah and Doughboy Hollow immediately north of Murrurundi, further inspiring Major Mitchell 

Great North Road to open the Continent for Colonial Settlements to the North. 

 Explorer Ludwig Leichhardt in 1843 was resident with Robert and Helenus Scott at 

“Glendon” on the Hunter River at Patrick Plains studying Flora and Fauna in the area before moving 

north to explore the unchartered regions of the Top end of “Victoria Settlement, Port Essington on 

the Cobourg Peninsular”. Add Parish property for Glendon 

 Leichhardt sailed from London in October 1841 in the Sir Edward Paget and arrived in Sydney 
on 14 February 1842. His expressed intention was to explore the inland of Australia. For six months he 
studied the Sydney district; he gave some lectures on its geology and botany. He hoped that Governor 
Gipps would establish a museum as a national institution and appoint him curator, or would appoint him 
director of the Botanical Garden, but he was not given any official position. 
 

 Australia’s first museum: In 1827, Governor Darling on the recommendation of Macleay, 

allocated £200 to the establishment and running of a museum, the Colonial Museum, which was 

subsequently renamed the Australian Museum in June 1836. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick%27s_Plains
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wollombi,_New_South_Wales#cite_note-jordan-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Gipps
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wollombi,_New_South_Wales#cite_note-jordan-6
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/gipps-george-2098
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/gipps-george-2098
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 In September 1842 Leichhardt went to the Hunter River valley where he studied the geology, 
flora and fauna, and observed methods of farming and viticulture. Overland journeys undertaken alone 
between Newcastle and the Moreton Bay District occupied 1843 and early 1844. From May to July 1844 
Leichhardt was in Sydney arranging his collections of plant and rock specimens and working upon the 
notes of his observations of the geology of the areas he had visited. He had hoped to accompany an 
overland expedition from Sydney to Port Essington which the Legislative Council had recommended and 
the surveyor-general, Sir Thomas Mitchell, was willing to lead. Governor Gipps, however, refused to 
sanction 'an expedition of so hazardous and expensive a nature, without the knowledge and consent' of 
the Colonial Office. Leichhardt, irked by the delay and the uncertainty that an expedition financed by the 
government would be approved, decided himself, with the aid of private subscription, to lead an 
expedition of volunteers. Six including Leichhardt sailed from Sydney on 13 August 1844. In the Moreton 
Bay District four more joined the expedition, which left Jimbour, the farthest outpost of settlement on 
the Darling Downs, on 1 October. Two of the party turned back and on 28 June 1845 John Gilbert was 
killed in an attack on Leichhardt's camp by Aboriginals. The remaining seven reached Port Essington on 
17 December 1845, completing an overland journey of nearly 3000 miles (4828 km). 
 Believing himself again 'alone in the field' and confident that he could solve many problems 
about central Australia if he could skirt the northern limit of the desert he set out from the Condamine 
River in March 1848. By 3 April he reached McPherson's station, Cogoon, on the Darling Downs. After 
moving inland from Cogoon the expedition disappeared and no evidence showing conclusively what 
happened to it has been found. 
 Before Leichhardt's disappearance his contemporaries valued his work highly: in April 1847 the 
Geographical Society, Paris, divided the annual prize for the most important geographic discovery 
between Leichhardt and Rochet d'Héricourt, and on 24 May the Royal Geographical Society, London, 
awarded him its Patron's medal as recognition of 'the increased knowledge of the great continent of 
Australia' gained by his Moreton Bay-Port Essington journey. Prussia recognized this achievement by the 
king's pardon for having failed to return to Prussia when due to serve a period of compulsory military 
training. Geologists and botanists valued Leichhardt's collections of specimens and the records of his 
observations which, in an age accustomed to extravagant travellers' tales, were remarkable for their 
restraint and accuracy; he believed that as long as the traveller was truthful the scientist at home would 
be thankful to him. Leichhardt was a most dedicated servant of science and from this very dedication 
sprang a singleness of purpose which shaped his life, and made him somewhat ruthlessly regardless of all 
but his research. 
 Leichhardt left records of his observations in Australia from 1842 to 1848 in manuscript diaries, 
letters, notebooks, sketch-books, maps, and in his published works. (Trace the Hunter Valley info) 

  These Tracks North of Sydney Cove opened the way for the Colonial Settlements to North 

West and all the way to Timor Sea then envisaged by Governor …. at Darwin Settlement. 

Interestingly, Ludwig who was known to reside at Patrick Plains  “Glendon … Homestead in 1825 

downstream from Neotsfield reported to arrive at    

 

 Major Mitchell was appointed in 18xx to formalise the lands and plan colony following     

years of bbbbbb Surveyor general 18xx -1814r Since 1788 the New South Wales Colony was 

hemmed in on the Eastern Seaboard surrounded by dense forested Mountains, Gorges, Rocky Cliffs 

and Valleys. Drought and the reliance upon Supplies by Ships from overseas in Governor 

Macquarie’s, period of the Penal Settlement. 

 

Roads in 1845 

 Patricks Plains in a drought from 1840 to 1845 the Bulga area properties fronted Cockfighters 

Creek with large waterholes. “At that time no bridge existed at Bulga and people wishing to proceed 

to Singleton had to journey north to the Village of Warkworth and thence to Singleton via Maison 

Dieu and Singleton Fords” 

 Bulga’s first permanent Colonial Settlers were Thomas and Sarah Eather who came across 

the rugged mountain track from Windsor in 1826. Sarah and her infant son Thomas Jnr rode on the 

back of a bullock throughout the hundred mile trip.  

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/mitchell-thomas-livingstone-2463
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/gilbert-john-2093
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 In 1846 the clarke family settled at “Kingswalden”, at Halstead’s farm on the westernbank of 

Cockfighters Creek between Adam Holmes’s “Kirk’s Farm” and William Durham’s “Wambo 

Estate” as part of James Hale 1825 land Grant. Thomas Eather, William G Mc Alpin an William 

Clarke lived across the creek on Kegney’s Hill. At this time there was a narrow bush track from 

Loders Farm to Singleton used by Mt Wagstaffe who conducted 1946 -1858 the school built on 

Eaton’s property close to the creek.  

 The arrival of James Clark’s family arrival in Bulga in 1846 gives an insight of the 

Cockfighters Creek Culture at that time.  

 
 All the Hotels and Stores along the newly opened Roads received their supplies by bullock 

teams transporting goods up over the Liverpool Plains, and cart wool and lard back to the boats, with 

goods always loaded and unloaded at Newcastle or Green Hills (Morpeth) by Convict Labour.The 

arrival of James Clark’s family arrival in Bulga in 1846 gives an insight of the Cockfighters Creek 

Culture at that time.  

 Necessity sometimes meant Father and seven year old son walking two hundred miles to 

Bulga in the heat of the late spring 1847, not unusual for the Aboriginals. The Aboriginal Colonial 

Culture was emerging in more ways than one.  

The Clarks of Bulga 150 Years on Cockfighter’s Creek by Stewart Mitchell 
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 James Clarks Snr and Eliza in a cross-writing letter by James Swales gives an insight into the 

Bulga Culture existing during 1850; 

 “Your questions with regard to our mode of travelling, when you speak of highways and toll 

bars you must banish all these things from your mind when set foot on Australia…….i will take you 

out from Maitland, the Surveyed Government Line of Road from Maitland towards the interior of 

the Country is fallen and cleared for about 40 miles, after which the road for the distance of 500 

miles out is still in the same state as it was when the first teams groaped their way through the forest 

from one station to a farther one out and another one coming on their tracks push out past him and 

form another station and so on and so on that in time the main throughfare becomes a Beaten Track 

over Rivers, Gullies, Creeks, Ridges, and Mountains and if a man does not fancy the track that is 

already made he can make one for himself but you will say, how do you di in the wet weather, why 

simply this, either put on plenty of bullocks and pull through it or else turn out your bullocks and lat 

too, ……I have had to go out and kill Wallaby, a species of Kangaroo and stew them when we have 

run out of both flour, tea and sugar but I always carry guns and manage to live very well in the 

Bush,………directions …main track to such water then bear left or right hand, foot of mountain on 

left and look out for the Marked Tree Line”.. 

 “We live quite near the Bulga Mountains, we have also had visit of a Tribe of blacks. King 

Terry and his Tribe, in all about 20 they are very quiet, good natured people down here they talk 

broken English, they are very amusing indeed. They camp close beside us, and I have plenty of their 

company – King getting me wood and watter. All they want for their labour in return is something tp 

eat. They are fond of rambling about in the bush they live chiefly upon the opossum which they roast 

and eat without bread or salt or anything. They sometimes get Kangaroo but not often they are only 

to be found in the mountains and the opossum is everywhere to be found where there is trees and 

water they climb up the trees and cut them out of thhe holes in the limbs. They can tell the trees they 

are in by the feet marks on the bark”.(A Culture shift occurred by 1860 investigate?) 

 “I am glad to hear of poor old Grandfather thank God he is still alive and with Mother who 

is not able to comfort him. Gods help is sure to feist on the deeds to them who do their duty to their 

parents and my dear James behaved very kind to my old mother while she was alone and God will 

reward him for it. It is a great comfort when we have the means to make them happy in their old age 

and hopeit is not too much to wish that if God should spare us to become old that our children may 

nurse and comfort us in our old age”.  

 “James Swales was an intense lover of nature and knew a good deal about natural history and 

the Flora and Forna of the country. He would give native animals – wombats, flying squirrel, 

kangaroo, wallaby, gullawine (native cats) , platypus, possum, goanna and various species of snakes, 

birds and parrots; then skin, treat and stuff them for his very fine collection. He would case some 

specimens and send them off to a friend in England who in turn would pass them on to one of the British 

Museums for preservation. ( investigate their whereabouts and contribution significance; also Elizabeth 

Collins handwritten Life in Bulga 1914) 

 Aboriginal stone tools and weapons have been found in large quantities in the Bulga area; many 

were collected from an old campsite on the ridge to the west of the junction of Hayes Creek and 

Cockfighters Creek, others have been ploughed up along the fertile river flats. Some of the tools were made 

of stone not common to this locality and were either traded of left behind by tribes from other regions. 

Many of these items were boxed and sent to the Australian Museum in Sydney in 1920’s. 

 Photos around 1920 of circle of  trees at Boro Ground also with Australian Museum ?  
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 Since 1788 the New South Wales Colony was hemmed in on the Eastern Seaboard 

surrounded by dense forested Mountains, Gorges, Rocky Cliffs and Valleys. Drought and the 

reliance upon Supplies by Ships from overseas in Governor Macquarie’s , period of Penal 

Settlement, changed in 1812 when Governors Brisbane favoured Convicts as equal to “Free Settlers” 

and Land Grants.. 

 Establishing the Penal Settlement at Port Macquarie in 1812 was timely to handle the 

“Convict Rebellion” that occurred at Parramatta in 1803  when word past amongst  them by James 

Wilson who was reporting he had ventured on Paths to the West onto open grassy plains while living 

with the Aboriginals he had befriended.  

 In 1813, Gregory Blaxland, William Lawson and William Wentworth succeeded in crossing 

the formidable barrier of forested gulleys and sheer cliffs presented by the Blue Mountains, west of 

Sydney, by following the ridges instead of looking for a route through the valleys. At Mount 

Blaxland they looked out over "enough grass to support the stock of the colony for thirty years", and 

expansion of the British settlement into the interior could begin.[22] 

  The official plan of the town of Bathurst, however, was not drawn up until 19 January 1833, 

when it was signed by Major T.L.Mitchell. At the river, a site for the Flagstaff is marked on the plan, 

presumably where the original flag was hoisted in May 1815 by Governor Macquarie.  

 The next phase of exploration focused upon the grassy plains, rivers and streams beyond the 

Blue Mountains, and by 1822 Major Mitchell entered the search for a Road Plan for the Colonial 

expansion. John Howe’s Explorations and others in 1817 -1820 searched these “Blue Mountains” for 

an easy road asses to the Bathurst Plains and beyond. 
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregory_Blaxland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Lawson_(explorer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Wentworth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_Mountains_(New_South_Wales)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Blaxland,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Blaxland,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_New_South_Wales#cite_note-22
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 Governor Brisbane responds to Howe’s Discovery of Saint Patricks Plains March 1820 and 

the River connection to Wallis Plains by dispatching Surveyor Henry Dangar in 1821 to Kings 

Town, Newcastle to Survey Settlement Allotments along and upstream of the Williams, Paterson and 

Hunter River; completing this in one year. 

 
 The year 1822 dawned with Setters on foot roaming across the Wallis Plains with its 

suitability as a sea Port at “Green Hills” and with the close proximity to Sydney as a logical place for 

a “Sub Colony” as identified by Major Mitchell the Surveyor General. However the lure at the more 

isolated Saint Patricks Plains with its Bulgar Track from Windsor descending onto the Grassy Plains 

and with River Hunter passage to Wallis Plains for trade attracted Colonial Settlers to these Land 

Grants. Saint Patricks Plains emerged as “The Birthplace of the Hunter River” as illustrated 1821. 

 

   

   1821 “The Birthplace of the Hunter Valley” 
  

Saint Patricks Plains  
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 The Hunter Region did not begin until 1821-23 when Surveyor Henry Dangar was instructed 

to survey the Hunter River and Allan Cunningham, botanist and explorer, approached the Goulburn 

River and Pages River, starting from Bathurst (1822-1823).  

 Surveyor General Sir Thomas Mitchell conducted a series of expeditions from the 1830s to 

'fill in the gaps' left by these previous expeditions. He was meticulous in seeking to record the 

original Aboriginal place names around the colony, for which reason the majority of place names to 

this day retain their Aboriginal titles.[25] 
  

Above: Map of east-central NSW. The two key passes into the Liverpool Plains were Pandoras Pass 

near Coolah (middle-left on the map) and Doughboy Hollow immediately north of Murrurundi 

(centre). In 1825, Allan Cunningham travelled past Merriwa and Cassilis, through Pandoras Pass into 

the Liverpool Plains, and along the valley of Coxs Creek past Premer, Tambar Springs and Mullaley 

(upper left on the map). 

  Alan Cunningham, the Government Botanist, recorded a journey to Hunter's River 

from March 29th 1825 to May 31st 1825.arrived in the Colony of New South Wales in 1817;] 

entitled Cunningham's Journal September 1822 to February 1831. This account breaks off after 

April 10th 1825 [folio 128] with the note that it is continued in "Book No.3 to May 31st". In a series 

of explorations between 1823 and 1827 he discovered Pandora's Pass and the Darling Downs, 

explored the Liverpool Plains and made many other valuable discoveries. 

individual Parish Church and School Estates of 1200 to 2500 acres; however without Roads.  

 

Cunningham May 1823  notes?   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Mitchell_(explorer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_New_South_Wales#cite_note-25
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Major Thomas Mitchell - Surveyor-General - formulated the idea of an inland route to open up 

transport to regions in northern NSW. Heneage Finch, who later settled in Laguna, surveyed the 

route for the Great Northern Road via Castle Hill, Wisemans Ferry, St Albans, Laguna and 

Wollombi. 

At Wollombi, the road diverged toward Singleton and Muswellbrook to the north, and Cessnock and 

Maitland to the north east. 

Hundreds of convicts began building the road from Castle Hill to Wollombi. One group was 

headquartered at Castle Hill where over 380 men were organised in seven road parties. They began 

work on the section of road south of the Hawkesbury. A second group, of 119 men, worked from 

Newcastle in two road parties, one between Newcastle and Wallis Plains (Maitland) and the other 

between Wallis Plains and Wollombi.[6] 

Road construction commenced in 1826 and was completed in 1831. Remnants such as stone culverts, 

bridges and retaining walls remain, particularly in the area between Wisemans Ferry and Wollombi, 

and are catalogued and cared for by the The Convict Trail Project. 

During the years before the GNR was commenced, only a few large land grants (1,000–2,000 acres 

(405–809 ha)) were allocated along Cockfighter's Creek or the lower Wollombi Brook, to John 

Blaxland and - Rodd at Fordwich, Heneage Finch at Laguna and Thomas Crawford at Congewai. 

Richard Wiseman received 640 acres (259 ha) near Wollombi. After 1830 the holdings in the 

Wollombi Valley were about 100 acres (40 ha).[6] 

Surveyor GB White surveyed the village reserve at Wollombi into sections and allotments in 1833.[6] 

A horseman who travelled from Sydney to Patrick's Plains in 1827 along the line of road in progress 

took three days for the journey – the first day to Wiseman's Ferry - 49 miles (79 km). The second day 

to 'the head of the Wollombi' (about 12 mi (19 km) south of the future Wollombi village reserve) - 

40 mi (64 km), and the third day to Patrick's Plains - 36 mi (58 km), made a total of 125 mi 

(201 km).[6] 

The settlement developed as a centre for the farming community and for travellers on the Great 

North Road. Then, on 12 June 1831, the steamship 'Sophie Jane' sailed from Sydney to the port of 

Morpeth on the Hunter River in eleven and a half hours. With the speed and carrying capacity of the 

ship far surpassing that of road transport to the Hunter region, the commercial significance of the 

Great Northern Road immediately diminished. 

By the early 1840s, the inns operating at intervals along the Great North Road and its branch toward 

Maitland were (Solomon) Wiseman's at the Ferry, (Richard) Wiseman's Inn at the head of the 

Wollombi Valley (from 1827), Traveller's Test at Laguna (1835), Governor Gipps at Wollombi 

(1840), Rising Sun at Millfield (1840s) and the Cock Inn on Cockfighter Creek (c1840s).[6] 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Major_Thomas_Mitchell
http://www.convicttrail.org/history.php?id=a4b4c4%25f%250
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Castle_Hill,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wisemans_Ferry,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Albans,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muswellbrook,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maitland,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convict
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wollombi,_New_South_Wales#cite_note-jordan-6
http://www.convicttrail.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Blaxland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Blaxland
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Fordwich,_New_South_Wales&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Congewai,_New_South_Wales&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wollombi,_New_South_Wales#cite_note-jordan-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wollombi,_New_South_Wales#cite_note-jordan-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrick%27s_Plains
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wollombi,_New_South_Wales#cite_note-jordan-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morpeth,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hunter_River_(New_South_Wales)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Gipps
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wollombi,_New_South_Wales#cite_note-jordan-6
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           Sir Thomas Livingston Mitchell’s Great North Road and Exploration 1831 
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Significance of  Mitchell’s “Great North Road”  
 

 Major Mitchell’s redirection of the Surveyor Evans Road descent of the Blue Mountains in 

1815 perhaps was instrumental in the formulation of the Plan for South, West and North roads Plan 

that established the significance of “Great North Road for the Cockfighters Valley Precinct. 

 

  Fig.7.5 

Location of towns planned by Government within the 'Limits of Location' up to 1842. From Denis Jeans, 

'Town Planning in New South Wales 1829-1842', Australian Planning Institute Journal, vol 3 no 6, October 

1965, p.188. 
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 As early as 1829 Major Mitchell’s Plan for Towns along the Government Roads were well 

advanced with Plans of Towns at Maitland 1829, Port Macquarie 1831, Bathurst, Goulburn  and  

Bungonia 1833, and Wollongong and  Appin in 1834 ( already Hume living at Appin Explored to the 

South West in 1814). 

 Likewise at Patricks Plains Tracks that provided direct access from the Bulgar Track on the 

West side of Cockfighter’s Creek along to Jerrys Plains avoided crossing the creek as all Land 

Grants were River Frontages and not limiting land access in 1820 -1822.  

 By 1822  Cockfighter’s Creek crossings for Settlers and their Cattle  passing through to the 

Hunter River nearby and at Wittingham soon identified convenient solid crossings.  

 Understanding the Social interactions and Culture in this valley, Tracks, Roads and Paths are 

a significant contribution. In time some Tracks were surveyed as Government Roads; such as 

illustrated below for the Cockfighters Valley Precinct area  

 

 1892 map shows Path horses, Government Road which avoids Bora Ground ( Surveys and 

Aerial Study required), Great North Road Mitchell’s. Study of how these three influenced the 

Culture that developed Ancestral Culture. Major Mitchell’s redirection of the Surveyor Evans Road 

descent of the Blue Mountains in 1815. 

  On 10 April 1826 the Free inhabitants of Hunter River, especially Patricks Plains petitioned 

Governor Darling for a new Road to Hunter Valley from Gregory Blaxland, John Blaxland JP, J 

Bowman, Helenus Scott, Arch. Bell Snr Powditch, Glennie, and list of persons who posessed land on 

Hunter River, including the following John Howe, Benjamin Singleton, George Loder, Phillip 

Thorley, David Maziere and William Bell. The response was on 17 April 1826 as “Refer to the 

Inspector of Roads and inform the Gentlemen of the Hunter River that the subject s of their 

Memorial will be immediately attended to”. By 18 
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Cockfighters Valley Precinct Tracks and Roads 
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Henry Dangar’s report of Hunter Valley Tracks in 1825 
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Grant 19 Parish of Warkworth Philip Thorley 

1829 Government Road between Bulgar Track and Jerrys Plains 

 

1831 Great North Road passes through site of Warkworth Village 
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Note   In Map3 below the location of “Wittingham Town” near 

        “Minnimbah Ridge” 

  Also    “Glendon”.”Neotsfield”, Castle Forbes”, “Singleton”, and 

    “Allotment 19 Philip Thorley’s”,  
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 Bora designated site on the Warkworth Mine Lease was the focal point for Aboriginal 

gatherings of various tribes at least as understood by recollections of the 1852 Gathering. Conjecture 

exists as to the permanent inhabitants of these lands at the time of Colonial appearance by Howe 

Explorers in 1819 and 1820. 
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 “The Hunter Valley also has a unique position in the history of political ideas in Australia.  It was the earliest site of the phenomenon which Don 

Aitkin has called “country-mindedness” and which John Hirst makes a component of the “pioneer legend”.  Broadly, this is the view that rural pursuits 

are ennobling and fundamental to existence, while city life is sordid and parasitical, and (the pioneer legend) civilisation in Australia has depended on 

those who established properties in the bush. This understanding emerged in the Hunter Valley in the 1830s.  It led directly to the ideology which in the 

twentieth century shaped the Country and National parties.”  (NSW Gov OEH 2013 Hunter Estates Page 14 Comparative Heritage Study) 

Fig.7.5 Location of towns planned by Government 

within the 'Limits of Location' up to 1842. 

 From Denis Jeans, 

 'Town Planning in New South Wales 1829-1842', 

Australian Planning Institute Journal, vol 3 no 6, 

October 1965, p.188 
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the Gateway to the Hunter Valley 
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the Birthplace 
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 2020 Holistic Vision for Ancestral Heritage in Hunter Valley 

   

COCKFIGHTERS 

VALLEY PRECINCT 
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 The Holistic Vision for the Hunter Valley Heritage Conservation Tourism Centre at Bulga 

traces the ongoing Cultural ages from the earliest documented times all the way through to current 

21st Century and beyond; broadly identified Ancestral Heritage Periods are as follows:- 

 

1. Aboriginal occupancy. 

2. NSW Colony exploration 1788 – 1820  

3. Colonial Exploration Saint Patricks Plains - early Settlement 1810 -1825 

4. Colonial Settlement 1825-1852, Convicts & Bora period. 

5. Colonisation of Hunter Valley 1860 – 1900. 

6. Hunter Valley Food Bowl 1900 – 1945. 

7. Post WW2 Industrialisation 1950 - 2000 

8. New Millennium Challenges 2000 – 2020. 

9. Coexistence, Health, Environment and developing Tourism. 2020 - 2050 

10. Future Rehabilitated Land & Water Environs, Solar Farms, Mountain Wind Farms. 

 

The Concept is to establish a Tourism Centre located in and about the Bulga Village 

Environs as it had grown to be to provide an ongoing Daily Community Service Activity which 

captures and puts on as Visualisation Talking Displays of the Cultural Heritage of these Bulga 

Environs, and especially incorporating the Artefacts, Museum Archives, Talking History of 

bygone times - “Bulga Pioneer Descents”, and the changing landscape sacrificed along the way. 

By 1950 before the Industrialisation of the Hunter Valley, Bulga Village Environs had 

grown to be in and about the Wollombi Brook, providing the Community Hub for the Agricultural 

endeavours in the region along the Putty Road transport to and from the Upper Hunter Valley and 

beyond. 

The presence of Coal Deposits from the Wollombi Brook all the way to the East to the 

Hunter River resulted in Coal Mine Leases by 1979 beginning to eat into the Land that 

progressively hemmed in the Cockfighter’s Valley Residents from Broke, Vere, Milbrodale, 

Bulga, Warkworth to Jerrys Plains Villages (and Hunter River Residents nearby) as five 

consecutive Mines: - Bulga, Mt Thorley, Warkworth 1976, Wambo and Hunter Valley 

Operations, also developed from Underground to Open Cut Operations.  

Although much Mine compensation has been paid to the Hunter Valley Communities, over 

the last 35 years, (except those that sold to Mines) the most affected Residents at Bulga have little 

to show for their sacrifices in the face of Mine Blasting damaging Homes, Cracked Community 

Buildings, Cemeteries; Choking Mine Dust and Fumes, Noise Night and Day, Bright Glaring 

Lights, and the Disease Impact especially on School Children at Bulga, Milbrodale and Broke 

Schools over the years, and Homes vacated when classified as unfit “mine affected landholdings“ 

due to Government assessed Disease Risk from nearby Mining Operation. 

This Bulga Culture Centre Vision aims to balance the Mine Compensation debt overdue 

for Cockfighter’s Valley Residents and is planned to be developed over the next 30 Years. 

 

  “Ancestral Heritage focuses upon the capture of the contributions made by successive 

Human Generations – Our Ancestors to the Environ Domain, showcased as Interactive 

Tourism Modules” 

T 
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 The Hunter River Valley was the largest of the lowland plains on the New 
South Wales coast. It was the first area outside the Cumberland Plains to be 
permanently occupied by white settlers, however these first settlers were small 
farmers, allowed the indulgence by Governor Macquarie. After the Governor's 
first visit to Newcastle in January 1812, well behaved convicts John Reynolds, 
Benjamin Davis, George Pell and Richard Binder and son of convict 
storekeeper John Tucker (John junior) were permitted to take up land on 
Patterson's Plains.  
 In 1817 and 1818 more settlers were allowed farms as well, including John 
Tucker senior who had retired from his government position at Newcastle; 
John Powell, John Swan, William Evans, Robert Whitmore,  Thomas 
Addison, John Reynolds, Anthony Dwyer and John Reeves.  The 
conditions under which the farms were held were mentioned in an order 
published in March 1818 warning the farmers that: they were not to regard the 
land so given them their own property, the right being exclusively vested in the 
Governor and that they were only allowed to cultivate and to reside on their 
Farms so granted during their good conduct and the pleasure of His Excellency 
the Governor. 
Governor Macquarie described the country in his Journal on 30th July 1818 :- 
'Thursday 30th. July. Got up at Day-break and Breakfasted immediately so as 
to prosecute our Journey up the River.  At 10 a.m. we arrived in the Gig at Point 
Reception, and at the confluence of the 2d. & 3d. Branches of the River. -- We 
proceeded up this Branch to the Farms some time since permitted by me to be 
occupied by 6 well behaved Convicts and two Free men. Arrived at the first 
Farm (young Tucker's) at 1/2 past 11 o'clock, distant about 9 miles from Point 
Reception, where we landed and walked about for some little time examining 
the improvements and nature of the Soil, which last is most excellent. We then 
proceeded to view the rest of the Farms on both sides of this beautiful River -- 
finding the soil of all of them very good -- and much more ground cleared & 
cultivated than I had any idea of. -- After we had explored most of the Farms, 
we quitted the Boat entirely and walked across the Country to the 3d. Branch -- 
leaving orders with the Gig to meet us next day at Reception Point on our way 
back. -- The Country between the two Rivers thro' which we travelled was 
principally fine open Forest Land, very fit for grazing but not for cultivation but 
we also passed through some very close thick Brush Country and indifferent 
land. ' 
 In the early 1820's there were other trusted ex - prisoners who were allowed 
to settle near Maitland also - George Mitchell, Molly Morgan, Richard 
Martin, Patrick Riley, John Allen, John Smith, Thomas Boardman, 
Patrick Maloney and John Cahill and William Jones.  William Eckford and 
William O'Donnell were also early small settlers. 
  

http://www.jenwilletts.com/colonial_events_1812.htm
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=reynolds&ship=coro&firstname=john
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&ship=cor&surname=davis&firstname=ben
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&ship=hills&surname=pell&firstname=george
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=binder&firstname=richard
http://www.jenwilletts.com/john_tucker.htm
http://www.jenwilletts.com/john_tucker.htm
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&ship=zealand&surname=powell&firstname=john
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&ship=coro&surname=swan&firstname=john
http://www.jenwilletts.com/william_evans.htm
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=whitmore&firstname=robert
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=addison&firstname=thomas
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=addison&firstname=thomas
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&ship=coro&surname=reynolds&firstname=john
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=dwyer&firstname=anthony
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&ship=albe&surname=reeves&firstname=john
http://www.mq.edu.au/macquarie-archive/lema/1818/1818july.html
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=mitchell&ship=coromandel&firstname=george
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=morgan&firstname=molly
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=martin&ship=glatton&firstname=richard
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=martin&ship=glatton&firstname=richard
http://www.jenwilletts.com/ship_inn_newcastle.htm
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=allen&ship=general%20hewitt&firstname=john
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=smith&ship=&firstname=gentleman
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=2&surname=boardman&ship=&firstname=thomas
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=maloney&ship=atlas&firstname=patrick
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=cahill&ship=brit&firstname=john
http://www.jenwilletts.com/william_eckford.htm
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=donnell&ship=sur&firstname=william
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 Colony of NSW search for self sufficiency to South in 1810 by Hume 1814,  to West in 1812 

by Blaxland, Wentworth & Lawson, and to the North in 1820 by Howe.  

  Sydney colony hemmed in by Mountains inland from the East coast Pacific Ocean. 

 Discovered by sea with the large protected Botany Bay and Sydney Cove was welcoming, 

but to venture inland from the sea was limited to venturing upstream of the rivers and creeks. 

 Little open plains and grasslands for cattle brought by ship from England after 1788, so much 

so cattle were let loose to fend for themselves and were assumed lost, until in 1814 they were saved 

from drought  by the Hume exploration on the fringe of the Colony at “Cow Pasture” to the south 

west. 

 

   Hume reports of Plains to South West 
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Governor’s Explorations 1796 – 1812 

 

 

 Colony of NSW search for self sufficiency to South by Hume 1814,  to West in 1813 by 

Blaxland, Wentworth & Lawson, to North in 1818 by Howe.  
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Bathurst Plains Sighted from Mount Blaxland.  1813 

 Blaxland, Wentworth & Lawson take the ridges to the Western Plains at Bathurst. 

The party first saw the plains beyond the mountains from Mount York.[12] They continued on to 

Mount Blaxland 25 km south of the site of Lithgow, on the western side of the mountains.[6] From 

this point Blaxland declared there was enough forest or grassland "to support the stock of the 

colony for thirty years",[10] while Lawson called it "the best watered Country of any I have seen in 

the Colony".[1] The party then turned back, making the return journey in six days.[6] 

       

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_York
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1813_crossing_of_the_Blue_Mountains#cite_note-ADB-Blaxland-12
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Blaxland,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lithgow,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1813_crossing_of_the_Blue_Mountains#cite_note-SLNSW-DC-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1813_crossing_of_the_Blue_Mountains#cite_note-Blaxland-Journal-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1813_crossing_of_the_Blue_Mountains#cite_note-LawsonJournalSLNSW-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1813_crossing_of_the_Blue_Mountains#cite_note-SLNSW-DC-6
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Hume reports of Grassy Plains to South West in 1814  

 Colony of NSW search for self  sufficiency to South in 1810 by Hume 1814,  to West in 1813 

by Blaxland, Wentworth & Lawson, to North in 1818 by Howe.  As a youth of 17 years with his 

brother of   years and with small axes cutting a track’ 

 Cattle starving at “Cow Pastures” and Governor Macquarie Searching for grassy plains 
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JOHN HOWE’S. Exploration of Blue Mountains. 1818 - 1820 

The 200th Year Anniversary of Explorers from Hawkesbury is fast approaching, with 

William Parr’s party including Benjamin Singleton setting off on 20 October 1817, reaching 

beyond Colo Heights. Howe Explorations reached Jerrys Plains via Doyles Creek at 2pm on 5th 

November 1819, with Howe’s party entering into Cockfighters Creek via the Bulga Track on Date 

March 1820 and then onto the naming of the River Valley area as Saint Patricks Plains on 15th 

March 1820.  

These events provide an ideal opportunity to establish the Bulga Ancestral Heritage 

Conservation Culture Centre for the Cockfighters Valley as an initial step for the future Community 

development to prepare for the transition from Mining to Ancestral Heritage Tourism. 
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The First Expedition. 

 A private advance party set forth from the Hawkesbury on October 30, 1817 led by William Parr, a 

Government Mineralogist, along with Benjamin Singleton, Robert Francis and 2 other men. They failed 

somewhere in the rugged mountain area between Parr's Brush (Colo Heights) and the vicinity of Howe's 

Valley after almost making it to the Hunter. After the Mellon Aboriginals fired the bush around them, fatigued 

and low ration supply, party members Benjamin Singleton and Robert Francis returned home on November 

29. 

The Second Expedition. 

 Another private party led by Benjamin Singleton with 3 men and a native left his watermill at 

Kurrajong on April 25, 1818. Singleton, on his own accord after accompanying Parr realised the hardship that 

lay ahead of him. But once again the party had to turn back before reaching the Hunter after mountainous 

hazards and further threats from the natives, returning on May 14. 

The Third Expedition. 

 Governor Lachlan Macquarie requested John Howe as leader. John had arrived in the colony from 

England in June, 1802 aboard the "Coromandel". He held the position of Chief Constable at Windsor from 

May 16, 1812 to 1821 and also the Coroner from 1819 to 1820. Equipped with a compass and pocket watch to 

navigate, Howe set forth the following year on October 26, 1819, from the property of Benjamin Singleton at 

Little Wheeny Creek, Kurrajong. Aided with a party of 2 Hawkesbury native guides, Myles and Murphy also 

Benjamin Singleton, George Loder jnr., John Milward and 3 convicts, John Eggleton, Charles Berry and 

Nicholas Connley plus 2 pack-horses. Each man was armed and supplied with 3 weeks provision. The 

expedition crossed the Colo River, followed the Putee (Putty) Creek and crossed the Macdonald River and 

onto the discovery of Howe's Valley, Howe's Swamp, Howe's Lagoon and Howe's Mountain. Then onwards 

they finally succeeded on sighting the valley covered in fog which the natives referred to as "Comery Roy", at 

Doyle's Creek. At 2 pm on the 5th they met with Hunter's River about what is now Jerrys Plains. Due to 

provisions running low, being extremely footsore from the endless miles of walking, weary from fever and 

exposure, the party was forced to return. On the homeward journey they came across native Elders, Whirle 

and Bandagran, who told them of a much shorter route to the green pastures of the Hunter. 

 On returning to Windsor on November 14, after a duration of 21 days, covering 115 miles Howe was 

very dissatisfied with the route taken. Again, on the Governor's request, Howe commissioned one of his native 

guides, Myles to lead a party consisting off his own people, then report to him of the route told by the Elders. 

Myles carried out his instructions in 17 days, from December 9, until December 26, and was rewarded with a 

musket and breast-plate from the Governor for his effort. Without knowing it, this was to determine the fate of 

the young Philip Thorley. 

The Fourth Expedition. 

 By February 5, 1820 John Howe was seeking out the arrangements for his second Expedition, which 

on account of his health wanted under way before the cold weather set in. On this day, he met with the 

Governor to discuss his requirements for a much larger party of twelve men for a six week duration. Philip 

volunteered and joined. The party of John Howe's second trip to the Hunter was, Benjamin Singleton, George 

Loder jnr. (John Howe's son-in-law) and volunteers Andrew Loder, Thomas Dargan jnr., Philip Thorley and 

Daniel Phillips, on ticket of leave was Jeremiah (Jerry) Butler no. 1239, convicts Nicholas Connley, Fredrick 

Rhodes, James House, Robert Bridle, Samuel Marshall, Charles Berry and 4 native guides, Myles, Mullaboy, 

Jelmoroy and Lazy Jack a total of 18 men. Leaving Windsor on March 5, they endeavoured once again to find 

a passable route over what had been regarded as an impassable barrier, some days only advancing a few miles.  

 They followed Howe's first route across the Colo, through Parr's Brush, over the Narang Melang 

(Mellong Flats) and the ridge above the Puttee Valley to the head-waters of the Macdonald River on 

reaching Howe's Valley they veered more to the north east. Cutting their path through dense terrain they 

followed the Bulga Creek (native name meaning "Mountainous") they finally looked down from the spur on 

Bulga Mountain which was later to be known as Milbrodale, onto the splendid valley plains named 
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"Camilaroy" (the Hunter Valley) which was Kamilaroi native territory. They reached the Hunter River on 

level ground in the vicinity of "Wittingham" (Whittingham) on Wednesday March 15, 1820. As it was so 

close to Saint Patrick's Day on the 17th, John Howe named the area "Saint Patrick's Plains" (now known as 

Neotsfield) after Ireland's Patron Saint but it appears prior to 1840 the Government no longer recognised the 

"Saint". Whittingham was the expectant area for the construction of the town. 

 On Tuesday March 21, the Expedition after short cutting the river's course downstream, reached 

Wallis Plains (West Maitland) where they met a group of convict sawyers, cutting and rafting cedar down 

stream to Newcastle. From here Howe sent a letter via Newcastle to the Governor stating the claims of his 

find. The party backtracked to Saint Patrick's Plains where John Howe fell ill and remained resting with 

some of his men, at where now is "Abbey Green", while the other part of the party proceeded up stream to 

Jerry's Plains, a further 40 miles, finding the good grazing and cultivation land that Howe reported the 

previous year. Jerry's Plains, was first called "Jerry's Pain's", on account of an accident there when assigned 

servant, Jeremiah Butler, was lighting the camp fire and had a finger blown from his hand while blasting a 

loaded pistol to obtain a fire which ignited. Some say Jeremiah died after mortification set in and was 

buried in a paddock opposite the Darlington Post Office, but this was not the case. On returning to Howe, 

finding him much improved, commenced their homeward-bound journey but while crossing the Wollombi 

Brook a mare named "Cockfighter" became bogged in quicksand causing its death, hence the Cockfighter 

Creek was named. On leaving the main body of the party to mark the trail Howe returned onto Windsor 

after the duration of 5 weeks. 

In October and November, 1819, John Howe, chief constable at Windsor, led a party 

from the Hawkesbury to the Hunter river, which followed in a general way the direction 

of the Bulga road. On the 26th of October, the expedition crossed the Colo river, a little 

above the junction of Wheeny creek. Six days later, after some difficult travelling, under 

the guidance of some natives, the party, keeping to the west of the Macdonald river, 

passed the neighbourhood of Yengo mountain, then crossed the upper Macdonald and 

encamped for the night on Wareng creek, at a spot a mile west of Wareng mountain. 

During this day, a party of about sixty natives were met, many of whom had never seen a 

white man. On the 2nd of November, the dividing ridge between the watersheds of the 

Hawkesbury and Hunter rivers was crossed, after finding it necessary to unload the 

horses to cross the hills. Two days later, a heavy fog, lying east and west, was observed 

from the top of some high rocks, and the presence of a river was suspected. On the 

following day, Friday, 5th November, the Hunter river was reached, a little above the 

present town of Singleton. The river was followed down for some distance, until the 

homeward journey was commenced on the following day. The return journey was 

accomplished after some difficulty in the rough country, and Windsor was reached after 

an absence of twenty-two days. In a letter, dated 17th November, 1819, John Howe 

reported the result of his journey to Governor Macquarie. On the 5th of February, 1820, 

a second expedition under Howe's leadership left Windsor, and spent five weeks in the 

examination of the valley of the upper Hunter river . As a reward for his discoveries, on 

the 18th of September, 1820, John Howe was granted a license by Governor Macquarie 

to graze his flocks and herds at "St. Patrick Plains" known as Redbourneberry.  
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 “The Bulgar Track” descending the Escapement at Cockfighter’s Creek established the 

Valley Environs as “The Gateway to the Hunter Valley” where solid crossings were established, 

firstly across the Cockfighter’s Creek towards Jerry’s Plains where again a solid crossing of the 

Hunter River provided the Route onwards to the Great Dividing Range and Blue Mountains. 

 John Howe’s party had identified the dangers by the loss of one of their horses named 

“Cockfighter” in the earlier sandy Brook crossings, in what turned out to be permanent water for the 

Early Settlers. 

 The Early 1822 Colonial Settlers in this area were eager for land with plentiful water and 

grassy plains, and the Valley along Cockfighter’s Creek through to Jerry’s Plains became an early 

focus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Grassy Plains along Cockfighter;s Creek to Jerry’s Plains on the Hunter River, and over the 

Valley Saddle Ridge to the East again the Hunter River Flats. Further to the East is the Rich Hunter River 

Flats Saint Patricks Plains.  

 John Howe in March 1820 had opened up the Hunter River from “The Bulgar” through to Wallis 

Plains and “The King’s Town” Newcastle for the Colonial Settlement of the 1820’s. 

 Research of 1820 to 1825 Colonial Archives and especially Government Surveyor’s Field Notes 

may detail the initial primitive localities and living conditions in the Cockfighter’s Creek at the time. It is 

recorded that Philip Thorley and family took up land on the Hunter River in 1822. Although in these early 

days their early “Hut locations” may have needed Government Surveys of their lands as suitable for 

settlement, and hence what is recorded by Henry Dangar in 1821-1825 Parish Maps is the outcome. 

 Primary authenticated Reference Extracts as Visualisation Images rather than extracts in reports’  

 

Wallis 

Plains 

Howe March 1820  

Saint Patricks Plains 

on Hunter River Howe Bulga 

Trail  1820   

Howe 

1819 

Windsor  

1821-1825 Module 
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 1820 “Bulgar Track - The Gateway to Cockfighter” 

 

 Who followed Howe to Cockfighter and for what reason.  

 Did Howe revisit the Cockfighter in 1820 ? 

 What was Governor Macquarie Response to Howe’s report March  

     1820 ?  
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Pioneer Settlers & Grant Allotments 1821 

 The earliest Land Grants are in 1821 with the major in March 1821 in the Parish of Wittingham at 

Saint Patricks Plains on the River Hunter and at Warkworth Parish on the Hunter River, with one on 

Lemington Parish on the Hunter River; thus recognising the agricultural significance of these grassy Plains 

and River Flats to the Colony at that time. 

 All Allotment Grants of 31st March 1821 were properties on the hunter River, with a number of them 

taken up by Grantees and extracts from Henry Dangar’s Field Notes are expected to confirm that Allocations 

were roughly laid out with reference to their land features, such as trees, temporary pegs etc as the task of 

apporting land by area also related to the soil and Water attributes and orientation to the River. 

 Early farming established for reliable convicts at Wallis Plains in 1820 soon were followed by Settlers 

seeking out uncontested land throughout the newly reported grassy Plains. 

Plains, as well as the Williams and Paterson Rivers.  

 The “Country of Northumberland” suitable Agricultural Land Localities along the River Hunter 

established Parishes ranging from 18,000 to 35,000 acres, all with River or Brook frontages, and including 

individual Parish Church and School Estates of 1200 to 2500 acres; however without Roads.  

  

   
 

   1821 “The Birthplace of the Hunter Valley” 
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 The lure of the Hunter River at Saint Patricks Plains with the rich River Flats for some offered the 

added promise of river access to Wallis Plains, and via Newcastle Ships to the then Colony – Sydney. 

 Not surprisingly Henry Dangar the Government Surveyor soon after the Howe 1820 Exploration 

ventured up the Hunter River, and with his understanding of the Agricultural Lands selected and managed to 

obtain his land grant of 700 acres by September 6, 1821 “Neotsfield” less than 6 months after the Howe 

Explorer’s Grants were promised. 

  Dangar’s Field Notes are expected to confirm that the lands granted to John Howe’s Party had 

already been surveyed by Henry Dangar in the year leading up to Governor Macquarie promising the Grants 

on Saturday March 1821. Also in this time many Colonial prospective Settlers may have ventured into” these 

unallocated lands”. The Plan of all Allotments in this early period were with River or Brook frontage, 

suggesting that the Hunter River was to provide the means of transporting farm produce and suppliesthrough 

Wallis Plains tp Sydney.It is reported in 1830 that Boats had access from Henry Dangar’s Neotsfield to 

William Dangars Trurannville beyond Scone. No Roads were included in these early Surveys. 

 Benjamin Singleton, was granted Land No 12, soon to be allotment 16 of 200 acres beside 

“Neotsfield” no doubt influenced by Henry Dangar, and it on these Hunter River Flats that Benjamin 

Singleton Cattle roamed.  

 Meanwhile John Howe during 1821 had already revisited the Hunter River with cattle brought over 

from Windsor on the Bulgar Track via “The Puttee” and Howes Valley Track. Refer below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Benjamin Singleton in 1822 is recorded as on a small Grant upstream of Philip Thorley Grant on the 

East side of thr River Hunter. Thus Benjamin Singleton Family was likely here and then the second recorded 

location of Stock was on the Hunter River Flats Neotsfield in the period 1822  but by 3rd August 1822 this 

became James Mudie’s Grant of 2150 arcres.  

 Twelve months passed since the naming by Howe on 15th March 1820 of Saint Patrick's Plains and 

Governor Macquarie passed that portions of this land be granted to John Howe and the free members of his 

party for the grazing of cattle and sheep within the area. To these men the compensation of a land grant was 

the greatest and richest reward of all.  

Add copy of Cattle movement  
 Benjiman Singleton  was granted land on the site of what is presently the town of Singleton 

by Governor Brisbane in 1823 (Wood 1972).  Singleton settled on this land and established a 

residence.  In 1827 Singleton set up the first inn in the area, called The Barley Mow, which was 

followed by the establishment of a flour mill in 1829 and a post office.  The railway arrived in 

Singleton in 1863 and assisted in the further development and economic prosperity of the town 

(Appleton 1963). 

The town of Singleton was named after Benjamin Singleton, who had taken part in the navigation of 

an overland route between the Hawkesbury and Hunter Rivers.  He was granted land on the site of 

what is presently the town of Singleton by Governor Brisbane in 1823 (Wood 1972).  Singleton 

settled on this land and established a residence.  In 1827 Singleton set up the first inn in the area, 

called The Barley Mow, which was followed by the establishment of a flour mill in 1829 and a post 

office.  The railway arrived in Singleton in 1863 and assisted in the further development and 

economic prosperity of the town (Appleton 1963). 
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  Henry Dangar Index to Map of Hunter River allotments 1821-1825  
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  Add Neotsfield, Castle Forbes, Larnach - Rosemont Baroona, Minimbah Wittingham Town Plan 
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Governor Macquarie Land Grants March 1821 

 Twelve months passed since the naming by Howe on 15th March 1820 of Saint Patrick's Plains and 

Governor Macquarie passed that portions of this land be granted to John Howe and the free members of his 

party for the grazing of cattle and sheep within the area. To these men the compensation of a land grant was 

the greatest and richest reward of all. 

On Saturday March 31, 1821 the following grants were promised 

    in the Wollombi Brook area. 

 PHILIP THORLEY. Promised 100 acres to become grant no. 17, allotment 15 portion no. 19 which he 

   names "Mount Thorley". 

 DANIEL PHILLIPS. Promised 100 acres to become grant no. 18, allotment 14 on the eastern side of 

   Philip's which he named "Grenfield". 

 JOHN DIGHT  Snr. 850  400 acres, allotment 7 

 

  It was not until January 30, 1824 a further 3 years later that the remainder of the men  

   received their grants. 

 

 GEORGE LODER JNR. Promised grant no. 181 of 200 acres which was allotment 16, portion no. 20 

to    the west of Philip and Dargan's grants, named "Mount Loder". 

 ANDREW LODER. Promised grant no. 182 of 100 acres, allotment 17, portion no. 45 which he gave 

   the name of "Mount Pleasant", now "Old Farm". 

 THOMAS DARGAN JNR. Promised 100 acres, allotment 18, portion no. 46 beside Philip's grant on 

   the southern side. 

 DAVID BROWN  Promised grant no  xx, allotment 5, portion no yy 

 THOMAS PARMENTER Promised grant no. xx, allocation 3 31st October 1821 on Hunter Hiver at 

   Jerry’s Plains 

 

On Saturday March 31, 1821 the following grants were promised 

   on the Hunter River at Saint Patricks Plains 

 

 JOHN HOWE.700 acres in the Parish of Wittingham to become grant no. 3, allotment 11 which he 

   named "Redbournberry", in regards to his English birth place. 

 BENJAMIN SINGLETON. 200 acres in the Parish of Wittingham  became grant no.12, allotment 16 

   and to be claimed 2 years later 3rd August 1822 as 2150 acres by James Mudies as 

    Allotment 3 (adjoining Henry Dangar’s Neotsfield)  

   Also  on 31st March 1831 Promised 40 acres, allotment 18, grant no xx, and this Grant 

   is where the Town of Singleton now stands. 

 JOHN BEVERIDGE 600 acres  as grant no xx, allotment 6. 

 JAMES COBB. 600 acres as grant no xx, allocation 8. 

 JOHN BROWN. 60 acres as grant no xx, allotment 14. 

 HENRY DANGAR the surveyor, on September 6, 1821 received 700 acres, grant no xx, allotment 4 

   named “Neotsfield”. 
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Colonial Parish & Grant Allotments1821-1825 

 Governor  ….xyz extended the trusted convicts into Farms on Wallis Plains in 181x and then by Date 

1820 declared Newcastle as a free settkement having move the convicts to Port Macquarie and …. 

 Henry Dangar in …. 1820 prepared “The Grand Plan and Allotments of King’s Town New South 

Wales” (Newcastle) and with the Howe Exploration news of March 1820 of the grassy Saint Patricks Plains, 

this Survey soon saw the need for Settlement Land all along “Country in the Vicinity of the Hunter’s River”. 

 Early farming established for reliable convicts at Wallis Plains in 1820 soon were followed by Settlers 

seeking out uncontested land throughout the newly reported grassy Plains. 

 Henry Dangar’s Surveying of “The Colony Land Grants” soon extended over “The County of 

Northumberland” from King’s Town on  ”The River Hunter” upstream all the way to Saint Patricks and 

Jerry’s Plains, as well as the Williams and Paterson Rivers.  

 The “Country of Northumberland” suitable Agricultural Land Localities along the River Hunter 

established Parishes ranging from 18,000 to 35,000 acres, all with River or Brook frontages, and including 

individual Parish Church and School Estates of 1200 to 2500 acres; however without Roads.  
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Allotments of Lands Grants held by Individuals 

  Henry Dangar Index to Map of Hunter River allotments 1821-1825  
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 Twelve months passed since the naming by Howe on 15th March 1820 of Saint Patrick's Plains and 

Governor Macquarie passed that portions of this land be granted to John Howe and the free members of his 

party for the grazing of cattle and sheep within the area. To these men the compensation of a land grant was  

the greatest and richest reward of all. 
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 Cattle on agistment from the Hawkesbury were soon grazing 'at Singleton's' and in February 1823  

 Cattle on agistment from the Hawkesbury were soon grazing 'at Singleton's' and in February 1823  
N/F Book Major James Morisset appointed him district constable, on the recommendation of Edward 
Close who thought Singleton 'a very trustworthy man'. In the same year he fell foul of James Mudie, who 
refused to accept his instructions concerning the employment of convicts on Sundays and their 
attendance at musters. Singleton appealed successfully to Close, the nearest magistrate, to uphold his 
authority 'or else the District will be no better than bushrangers'. In 1825 his application for additional 
land, granted in 1828, was supported by the four major landholders of the district. 

Neotsfield, hitherto managed by Henry Dangar's brother William, was a flourishing and highly-
developed farm, its stock and produce receiving much favourable comment. Dangar quickly extended his 
interests, purchasing additional grazing properties and leasing extensive runs which by 1850 amounted 
to more than 300,000 acres (121,407 ha). Along the Great North Road to Liverpool Plains he acquired 
town allotments and established inns and stores. At Newcastle he had boiling-down works and meat-
preserving and tinning works, and in New Zealand he established a steam flour-mill near the wheat 
farms around Official Bay. As a magistrate and member of the district council his experience and 
judgment were in frequent demand, and he gave time and energy to the agricultural and political 
advancement of the Hunter valley. 
 
 The first person to receive a permit to travel along the Bulga Road was Lieutenant Charles Close 
who had property in the Hunter Valley. He took his family, servants and animals along the road over a 
two-week period from 8 May 1823. 
 

 Some examples of recent reports.  

Land referred to by Henry Dangar as P225 as "there is only a marginal strip (at intervals) of 

tenantable lands between the Brook and the Base of the Blue Mountains”. 

Add Site Grants with Land identified by trees & old Post Marked and before actual Surveys made. 

Old sand mine near Confluence of Brook, from both sides Old system title Sand Royalties up to the 

boundary? 

 

 

 John Howe's name and that of his first wife, Frances Ward, are inscribed on a tablet, 

commemorating its founders, in the Presbyterian Church at Ebenezer. Howe's Park in Singleton, once 

part of the Redbourneberry estate, and Howe's Swamp, Howe's Mountain and Howe's Valley, along the 

Bulga Road, perpetuate the memory of this worthy man. 

 

During 1824, George Bowman from Richmond, aged 29 received a grant of 1310 acres of land on the Hunter, 

near Jerry’s Plains that he called ‘Archerfield’.300  

  

Add 1821 – 1825 Map portion in Module area 

 Insert Map of Grants on Hunter River at Wittingham 

 Howe, Singleton, Dangar, Dight Snr, Browne. Cobb 

 

 Include Whittingham Village and Church land 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/morisset-james-thomas-2482
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/close-edward-charles-1905
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/close-edward-charles-1905
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/mudie-james-2487
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Jerry’s Plains or Cockfighter’s Creek 

 

 
Constable J. Needham became the first Police Officer in Jerrys Plains in 1827.  By 1831 government officials 

had decided to establish a mounted police station in the town due to the increased number of burglaries in 

the district and to assist in the dealings between Europeans and Aboriginal Peoples.  Barracks and officers 

quarters were constructed in the official village reserve in 1832.  In March 1833, the headquarters of the 

Hunter River division of the Mounted Police was transferred to Jerrys Plains from Maitland. 
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 Naturally travelling along the North Easterly orientation of the Wollombi Valley emerges just 

south of Broke (Blaxlands) into the Cockfighters Valley which runs through to Jerrys Plains, passing 

the Old Bulgar Road (Howe’s Track at Milbrodale) descending from the Bulga Ridge into the middle 

of the Valley; as illustrated.  

  
 

 The first Colonial Settlers in 1823 and their Cattle ventured from Windsor following the 

Howe Blazes track onto grazing land initially towards the Northern end of Cockfighters Creek along 

to Jerrys Plains which provided a plentiful supply of water and rich agricultural land. 

 Howe had established the locality of Doyles Creek Plains in 1819, then in March 1820 

established the locality of Cockfighters Creek and Saint Patricks Plains, and their connectivity to 

Wallis Plains and Coal River. 

  

  With the establishment of the “free Settler” being announced in 1820 by Governor   xxx 

Henry Dangar surveying the Coal Town and Wallis Plains for allotments during 1820 at the time 

proceeded upstream along the Hunter River, with Land Grant and Purchase Allotments 1821 – 1825 

at Saint Patricks Plains and Jerrys Plains,  1821 to 1825 established by land survey Allotments soon 

to be known as Broke, Vere, Fordwich, Milbrodale, Bulga, Warkworth ans Jerrys Plains   
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The Hunter River Valley was the largest of the lowland plains on the New South 
Wales coast. It was the first area outside the Cumberland Plains to be 
permanently occupied by white settlers, however these first settlers were small 
farmers, allowed the indulgence by Governor Macquarie. After the Governor's 
first visit to Newcastle in January 1812, well behaved convicts John Reynolds, 
Benjamin Davis, George Pell and Richard Binder and son of convict 
storekeeper John Tucker (John junior) were permitted to take up land on 
Patterson's Plains.  

In 1817 and 1818 more settlers were allowed farms as well, including John 
Tucker senior who had retired from his government position at Newcastle; 
John Powell, John Swan, William Evans, Robert Whitmore,  Thomas 
Addison, John Reynolds, Anthony Dwyer and John Reeves.  The 
conditions under which the farms were held were mentioned in an order 
published in March 1818 warning the farmers that: they were not to regard the 
land so given them their own property, the right being exclusively vested in the 
Governor and that they were only allowed to cultivate and to reside on their 
Farms so granted during their good conduct and the pleasure of His Excellency 
the Governor. 

Governor Macquarie described the country in his Journal on 30th July 1818 :- 

'Thursday 30th. July. Got up at Day-break and Breakfasted immediately so as 
to prosecute our Journey up the River.  At 10 a.m. we arrived in the Gig at Point 
Reception, and at the confluence of the 2d. & 3d. Branches of the River. -- We 
proceeded up this Branch to the Farms some time since permitted by me to be 
occupied by 6 well behaved Convicts and two Free men. Arrived at the first 
Farm (young Tucker's) at 1/2 past 11 o'clock, distant about 9 miles from Point 
Reception, where we landed and walked about for some little time examining 
the improvements and nature of the Soil, which last is most excellent. We then 
proceeded to view the rest of the Farms on both sides of this beautiful River -- 
finding the soil of all of them very good -- and much more ground cleared & 
cultivated than I had any idea of. -- After we had explored most of the Farms, 
we quitted the Boat entirely and walked across the Country to the 3d. Branch -- 
leaving orders with the Gig to meet us next day at Reception Point on our way 
back. -- The Country between the two Rivers thro' which we travelled was 
principally fine open Forest Land, very fit for grazing but not for cultivation but 
we also passed through some very close thick Brush Country and indifferent 
land. ' 

In the early 1820's there were other trusted ex - prisoners who were allowed to 
settle near Maitland also - George Mitchell, Molly Morgan, Richard 
Martin, Patrick Riley, John Allen, John Smith, Thomas Boardman, 
Patrick Maloney and John Cahill and William Jones.  William Eckford and 
William O'Donnell were also early small settlers. 

http://www.jenwilletts.com/colonial_events_1812.htm
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=reynolds&ship=coro&firstname=john
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&ship=cor&surname=davis&firstname=ben
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&ship=hills&surname=pell&firstname=george
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=binder&firstname=richard
http://www.jenwilletts.com/john_tucker.htm
http://www.jenwilletts.com/john_tucker.htm
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&ship=zealand&surname=powell&firstname=john
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&ship=coro&surname=swan&firstname=john
http://www.jenwilletts.com/william_evans.htm
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=whitmore&firstname=robert
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=addison&firstname=thomas
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=addison&firstname=thomas
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&ship=coro&surname=reynolds&firstname=john
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=dwyer&firstname=anthony
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&ship=albe&surname=reeves&firstname=john
http://www.mq.edu.au/macquarie-archive/lema/1818/1818july.html
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=mitchell&ship=coromandel&firstname=george
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=morgan&firstname=molly
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=martin&ship=glatton&firstname=richard
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=martin&ship=glatton&firstname=richard
http://www.jenwilletts.com/ship_inn_newcastle.htm
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=allen&ship=general%20hewitt&firstname=john
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=smith&ship=&firstname=gentleman
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=2&surname=boardman&ship=&firstname=thomas
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=maloney&ship=atlas&firstname=patrick
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=cahill&ship=brit&firstname=john
http://www.jenwilletts.com/william_eckford.htm
http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=donnell&ship=sur&firstname=william
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 Within five years by 1830, these early Pioneers had established a Cultural foothold from 

which the Hunter Valley Colonial Community Culture expanded into the Liverpool Plains and 

flourished beyond. The Bulga Track terrain limited it suitable as the early cattle route to Windsor. 

 Proposal to transform an Aboriginal walkway into the Great North Road. After Irish convict 

John Macdonald, is assigned to Robert Crawford at Ellalong (east of Wollombi) in 1820, he becomes 

friendly with local Aboriginal people and learns from them a way to reach the Hawkesbury River 

from the Wallis Creek Hunter Valley. This becomes known as “MacDonald’s Line” and ran north-

east from the Hawkesbury across Mangrove Creek, through the Watagan Mountains and beside Lake 

Macquarie, before turning north into Wallis Creek the Hunter Valley over Brunkerville Gap (near 

Ellalong). Some influential settlers wanted this to be the route of the Great North Road. In 1828, 

Captain Dumaresq, Surveyor of Roads and Bridges, arranges to have the line surveyed and sends 

assistant surveyor Jonathan Warner out with MacDonald to report back. (Convict Trail Project – 

Great North Road: John Macdonald) 

 Percy Simpson assigns Assistant Surveyor of Roads and Bridges to Great North Road   
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   The Petition to Governor Darling by prominent Free Settlers in the Hunter Valley and beyond 

in April 1826 focused attention on the Great North Road from Broke to the new Major Mitchell’s  

Road and Town Planning through Warkworth and beyond to Muscle Brook and the Liverpool Plains 

and beyond. The various Maps and Composite Maps illustrate the undeniable significance of not only 

the Great North Road from Broke to Warkworth but also the significance of the Bridges as 

Cockfighters Creek crossings and their location on solid rock footings during the period 1820 to 1890.  
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 In the construction of  The Great North Road, the convict Road Gang #42 

relocated from “Stony Creek” to “Cockfighter’s Creek” in February 1830. They 

remained there until completion of the bridge in 1836, but continued to identify 

their camp as “Cockgighter Creek”. The first landowner was Dr Thomas Parmenter. 
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 Sir Thomas Livingston Mitchell’s Great North Road and Exploration 

 “I met Mr. White (George Boyle White) at the junction of the Ellalong, and we proceeded 

together, down the valley of the Wollombi. The sandstone terminates in cliffs on the right bank of this 

stream near the projected village of Broke, (named by me in honour of that meritorious officer, Sir 

Charles Broke Vere, Bart.) but the left bank is overlooked by other rocky extremities falling from the 

ranges on the west, until it reaches the main stream. The most conspicuous of these headlands, as 

they appear from that of "Mattawee" behind the village of Broke, is called "Wambo." This consists of 

a dark mottled trap with crystals of felspar. But the most remarkable feature in this extensive valley, 

is the termination thereupon of the sandstone formation which renders barren so large a proportion 

of the surface of New South Wales. This, in many parts, resembles what was formerly called the iron-

sand of England, where it occurs both as a fresh and salt water formation. The mountains northward 

of this valley of the Hunter consist chiefly of trap-rock, the lower country being open, and lightly 

wooded.  

http://www.jenwilletts.com/george_white.htm
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 November 28 1831.  The river, although occasionally stagnant, contains a permanent supply 

of water, and consequently the whole of the land on its banks, is favourable for the location of 

settlers, and accordingly has been all taken up. The country, and especially the hills beyond the left 

bank, affords excellent pasturage for sheep, as many large and thriving establishments testify. At one 

of this description, belonging to Mr. Blaxland, and which is situated on the bank of the Lower 

Wollombi, Mr. White and I arrived towards evening, and passed the night.  

 Coal appears in the bed and banks of the Wollombi, near Mr. Blaxland's station, and at no 

great distance from his farm is a salt spring, also in the bed of this brook. The waters in the lesser 

tributaries, on the north bank of the river Hunter, become brackish when the current ceases. In that 

part of the bed of this river, which is nearest to the Wollombi (or to "Wambo" rather), I found an 

augitic rock, consisting of a mixture of felspar and augite. Silicified fossil wood of a coniferous tree, 

is found abundantly in the plains, and in rounded pebbles in the banks and bed of the river, also 

chalcedony and compact brown haematite. A hill of some height on the right bank, situate twenty-six 

miles from the sea shore, is composed chiefly of a volcanic grit of greenish grey colour, consisting 

principally of felspar, and being in some parts slightly, in other parts highly calcareous when the 

rock assumes a compact aspect. This deposit contains numerous fossil shells, consisting chiefly of 

four distinct species of a new genus, nearest to hippopodium; also a new species of trochus; atrypa 

glabra, and spirifer, a shell occurring also in older limestones of England. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.jenwilletts.com/searchaction.php?page=1&surname=blaxland&ship=&firstname=john%20m
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 Wollonbi  
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Carved Trees Aboriginal Cultures of Western NSW
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 Although seals were hunted before 1820 along the coast, and especially in the 

rich waters of Bass Strait, it was wool which connected Australian society with the 

metropolitan economy. Gregory Blaxland and William Charles Wentworth opened up 

the route through the Blue Mountains, about 80 to 120 km (50 to 75 mi) west of 

Sydney, in 1813, initiating the westward settlement of New South Wales. Together 

with the southerly treks of Andrew Hamilton Hume and William Hovell in 1824, and 

Major Thomas Mitchell in 1836, Blaxland and Wentworth’s explorations spurred the 

transfer of flocks and herds to inland pastures. By 1829 an arc of about 241 to 322 km 

(150-200 mi) around Sydney had been settled, and designated the Nineteen Counties. 

 

 
 

 1847 map of Victoria and New South Wales showing towns, major rivers and the limits of the 

Colony at the time. The map shows in red the routes taken by Mitchell's expedition and camps. 
 Sir Thomas Mitchell, 1792-1855; NSW Surveyor-General - National Library of Australia 

 

 The south eastern portion of Australia showing the routes of the three expeditions and the 

surveyed territory. Mitchell's map of Victoria and New South Wales showing towns, major rivers and the 

limits of the Colony at the time. The map shows in red the routes taken by Mitchell's expedition and 

camps. Major Thomas L. Mitchell's expedition of 1836 was an exploratory one, the aim of which was to 

develop and expand the Colony of New South Wales and to seek potential grazing and farming land, as 

well as sites for new settlements. A landmark in Australian history, Mitchell exceeded his orders and 

discovered and explored a rich pastoral area which he called Australia Felix (Happy Australia) - now 

central and western Victoria. This map which he compiled is the first properly surveyed map of this part 

of southeast Australia and it remained in use for many years. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Mitchell
http://www.nla.gov.au/apps/cdview?pi=nla.map-nk1476-e
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 Sir Thomas Livingstone Mitchell (1792-1855), surveyor-general, was born on 15 June 1792 at 

Grangemouth, Scotland, the son of John Mitchell and his wife Janet, née Wilson. Though poor he was 

sufficiently educated to read widely in several languages and be proficient in several sciences. In 1811 he 

was gazetted a second lieutenant in the 95th Regiment and in the Peninsular war served at the battles of 

Ciudad Rodrigo, Badajoz and Salamanca. However, he was chiefly engaged with the staff obtaining 

topographical intelligence and came under the notice of Sir George Murray, the quartermaster-general, 

who selected him in 1814 to produce plans of the major Peninsular battlefields, a task which continued 

after the war. 

      

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/murray-george-2494
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 Two Hundred Years have passed since the Aboriginal tribes who called this Baiame Valley 

“Their Country” being the protected Valley lands with the Mountain Ridges and Forests providing 

protection from the West and South, a flowing Brook along the length of the Valley; and to the East 

over the Saddle Ridges, and Spring fed Creeks, following the Brook to the confluence with Hunter 

River Flood Plains.  

 Aboriginal Legends in these Environs, encompasses the Forested Mountains, Ridges, Rocky 

Plateau and outcrops, Ridges, Gorges, Caves, Cliffs, Valleys, Streams, Grassy Plains, Undulating 

Hills, Rivers and Flood Plains. The interrelationship significance of Mountains, Plains, Rivers, 

Habitat is illustrated. 
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 Recent examples surfaced in 2003 in Wollomi National Park When they got to Eagle’s Reach 

they found a staggering 1200 images, representing at least 25 species of animals, and even some composite 

beings; half animal, half human. There were several different styles of art, which in itself was unusual, but It 

tells us that people were visiting that place again and again, and leaving their marks of identity behind… here 

people were undertaking physically demanding journeys to go back and to leave more art behind. There was 

also up to 11 layers of art, one on top of the other which is almost unheard of. 

 The Wollemi is a very special place. It's the sort of place that I refer to as a junction, a meeting place 

where different groups came together and at the same time or at different times left their marks of identity, 

their special symbols behind. The extent of these discoveries is only just being realised by Authorities. 
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 The traditional custodians of the locality are believed to be the Darkinjung people, though the 

Awabakal and Wanaruah nations are also mentioned. 

 The town's name is an Aboriginal term said to mean 'meeting place of the waters' or simply 

'meeting place' ("Derived from Awabakal Aboriginal term for 'meeting of waters', but this cannot be 

linguistically verified. (Appleton; 1992). Also: meeting of the waters. (McCarthy; 1963)."[3]). It was 

apparently pronounced 'Wu-lum-bee', though today it is pronounced Wo (as in wok) - lum (as in 

thumb) - bi (as in buy). 

 There are a vast number of historic Aboriginal sites in the surrounding countryside which is 

thought to have been used as a ceremonial meeting place as people from hundreds of kilometres 

visited the area and made their way to Mount Yengo - a place of great significance throughout the 

ancient nations of eastern Australia. 

   
 Wambo Mine Image 2002         Survey R.H. Mathews 20th August 1882 

 

 The Wambo Mine images 2002 above also identifies the significance of the Government 

Road crossing to South of elusive Bora Ground area, as well as a further area across that road on the 

Warkworth Mine Lease area. However as the Bora Ground “Circles are only 440 metres apart this 

suggests it is located solely in the Wambo Mine Land, and this suggests the Colonial Settlers 

deliberately avoided this area as a result.  Illustrated below are further Rock Grinding Grooves and 

artifacts site further downstream from this Brook crossing.  

 It is perhaps significant that the Singleton based Surveyor R.H. Mathews 1882 detailed Plan 

of this area did not indicate or comment on the Bora Site, as he detailed the Baiame Cave in 1893.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darkinjung_people
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Awabakal_people
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wanaruah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_Aborigines
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wollombi,_New_South_Wales#cite_note-gnbvillage-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Yengo
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Map 20 August 1882 Map   Surveyor R.H. Mathews DP 58868 
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     Based on the information collated from previous regional studies (refer to MCH 2004b) it is 

apparent that the most common artefact types are flakes, flake fragments and flaked pieces.  Cores, 

edge ground axes, millstones, grindstones, hammerstones and backed artefacts including backed 

blades, bondi points, geometric microliths and eloueras also occur though in lower frequencies.    

 The bulk of archaeological evidence appears to date to no earlier than the mid to late 

Holocene, approximately 6000-1000 years before the present (BP).  Based on current understandings 

of what was previously known as the Small Tool Tradition, stone artefacts from the area have been 

relatively dated to 6000-1000BP.  Almost without exception, sites within the region may thus be 

relatively dated to the mid-late Holocene period.    

 However, evidence of earlier occupation of the region was identified at Glennies Creek, north 

of Singleton.  Radiocarbon dated charcoal and geomorphological evidence from this site suggests 

that artefacts found in the B-horizon were deposited between 10,000 and 13,000 BP (Koettig 1986a).   

An analysis of recorded sites according to the number of artefacts present, the distance from water 

and the landform type of each site allows for the identification of a number of trends.   
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 By its nature Holistic Tourism focuses on progressively establishing a World Class Tourism 

Centre to cater for International and local Tourists, Cruise Ship visitors from Newcastle and Sydney 

who visit and stay in the Hunter Valley Towns and Villages, by Showcasing both Ancestral and 

Heritage Talking Visualisation Attractions and the human stories, Artefacts and keepsakes that is 

associated with the Cockfighters Creek Valley (Wollombi Brook). 

 In this instance Bulga is synonymous with the Colonial Gateway (Bulga Trail) to Saint 

Patricks Plains as the Birthplace of the Hunter Valley in March 1820, while the Heritage significance 

of Warkworth Extension of Convict Trail – Great North Road, Warkworth Village and beyond, 

Wambo Homestead Complex, and Bulga RAAF Base, Mining Cottages relocation to be incorporated 

into the Mine proposed Warkworth Cultural Heritage Conservation Area into a single land entity 

perhaps along the lines outlined in 2010 and 2014 Community Submissions in Attachment 1. 

 The Cockfighters Valley is a somewhat isolated Valley located with Army Military Range 

and Open Cut Coal Mines forming the Eastern ridge edge, the Yengo and Wollomi National Parks 

Mountains Ranges and Bulga Mountain to the Western, the Major Mitchell’s Great North Road 

connecting the Laguna and Wollombi Aboriginals and Convict Periods passing straight alongside the 

Cockfighters Creek, generally from South to North through Broke, Fordwich, past Bulga and on to 

Warkworth Village and beyond.  

 

 Holistic Tourism Cultural Elements in broad terms translate to the following:- 

1. Aboriginal Culture of the area 

2. Colonial Settlement Culture 

3. Australian Developing Culture 

4. Hunter Valley Industrialisation Culture 

5. Coexistence Imposed Mining Culture 

6. Human Ecology developing Culture 

 

 There exists many Historical and Heritage documents that have been written, transcribed, 

rewritten for various purposes, however the focus of this Holistic Tourism Concept is for 

Professional Historians to search out and assemble actual original manuscripts to be showcased as 

Tourist Interactive Displays, assembled as Individual Tourism Modules.  

 

 The initial focus relates to a series of Tourism Modules for the Colonial Settlement Culture, 

displaying the Field Diaries of Howe’s 1819 Exploration to Jerry Plains, and the 1820 Exploration 

via Broke Trail to Saint Patricks Plains, Wallis Creek and the return to Windsor via Bulga Trail. 

 Further Tourism Modules follow the success of Howe’s Expedition resulted in Land Grants 

to the members of Howe’s Exploration Party, the first settlers farming the Saint Patricks Plains, the 

Surveying of Farms lots and Villages along the Hunter’s River in the period 1821 – 1825; with the 

Cockfighers Creek Valley and  Hunter River Environs the Locality of the Early Colonial Pioneers. 
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Era when walking Paths became Tracks 

 Rivers sufficed until Roads Planned 

 

  In 1813, Gregory Blaxland, William Lawson and William Wentworth succeeded in crossing 

the formidable barrier of forested gulleys and sheer cliffs presented by the Blue Mountains, west of 

Sydney, by following the ridges instead of looking for a route through the valleys. At Mount 

Blaxland they looked out over "enough grass to support the stock of the colony for thirty years", and 

expansion of the British settlement into the interior could begin.[22] 

 In 1824 the Governor, Sir Thomas Brisbane, commissioned Hamilton Hume and former 

Royal Navy Captain William Hovell to lead an expedition to find new grazing land in the south of 

the colony, and also to find an answer to the mystery of where New South Wales's western rivers 

flowed. Over 16 weeks in 1824-25, Hume and Hovell journeyed to Port Phillip and back. They made 

many important discoveries including the Murray River (which they named the Hume), many of its 

tributaries, and good agricultural and grazing lands between Gunning, New South Wales and Corio 

Bay, Victoria.[23] 

 Charles Sturt led an expedition along the Macquarie River in 1828 and discovered the 

Darling River. A theory had developed that the inland rivers of New South Wales were draining into 

an inland sea. Leading a second expedition in 1829, Sturt followed the Murrumbidgee River into a 

'broad and noble river', the Murray River, which he named after Sir George Murray, secretary of 

state for the colonies. His party then followed this river to its junction with the Darling River, facing 

two threatening encounters with local Aboriginal people along the way. Sturt continued down river 

on to Lake Alexandrina, where the Murray meets the sea in South Australia. Suffering greatly, the 

party had to then row back upstream hundreds of kilometers for the return journey.[24] 

 Surveyor General Sir Thomas Mitchell conducted a series of expeditions from the 1830s to 

'fill in the gaps' left by these previous expeditions. He was meticulous in seeking to record the 

original Aboriginal place names around the colony, for which reason the majority of place names to 

this day retain their Aboriginal titles.[25] 

 The Polish scientist/explorer Count Paul Edmund Strzelecki conducted surveying work in the 

Australian Alps in 1839 and became the first European to ascend Australia's highest peak, which he 

named Mount Kosciuszko in honour of the Polish patriot Tadeusz Kościuszko.[26] 

 Establishing the Penal Settlement at Port Macquarie in 1812 was timely to handle the 

“Convict Rebellion” that occurred at Parramatta in ???   when word past amongst  them by James 

Wilson who was reporting he had ventured on Paths to the West onto open grassy plains while living 

with the Aboriginals he had befriended.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregory_Blaxland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Lawson_(explorer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Wentworth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_Mountains_(New_South_Wales)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Blaxland,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Blaxland,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_New_South_Wales#cite_note-22
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Brisbane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamilton_Hume
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Hovell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hume_and_Hovell_expedition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murray_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gunning,_New_South_Wales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corio_Bay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corio_Bay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victoria_(Australia)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_New_South_Wales#cite_note-23
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Sturt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macquarie_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darling_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murrumbidgee_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Darling_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lake_Alexandrina_(South_Australia)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_New_South_Wales#cite_note-24
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Mitchell_(explorer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_New_South_Wales#cite_note-25
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pawe%C5%82_Strzelecki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_Alps
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Kosciuszko
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tadeusz_Ko%C5%9Bciuszko
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_New_South_Wales#cite_note-26
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1813 
It was GeorgeEvans who marked out the rest of the route to Bathurst in 1815.) It is less well 

knownthat Lawson was a leader in opening, or ‘invading’, the country north from Bathurst, past 

Mudgee, allowing cattlemen to reach the edge of Gamilaraay country east of theWarrumbungles. In 

this region he is less well known as an explorer than AllanCunningham, who came after him to 

discover the famous Pandoras Pass. 

 

1814 
 

 

1818 
 

The first European record of the Aboriginal people of the district comes from the journals of John Oxley who 

passed through in August 1818. Oxley, apparently depressed by the difficulty of his passage through ‘these 

desolate wilds’23, refers a number of times to ‘the fires of the natives’ who ‘attend on our motions pretty 

closely’24 and ‘the natives who continue in our vicinity unheeded and unheeding’.25  

  Oxley’s Liverpool Plains 

The first white men to reach the Liverpool Plains were the 16-man exploring partyled by the 

colony’s surveyor-general John Oxley in 1818. Nearly all walked; whilethey had eight horses, most 

of them were pack horses. 

1 

 Travelling NNW from Bathurst, they followed the Macquarie River past Dubbo and Warren until it 

disappeared into “an ocean of reeds” (the Macquarie marshes).Blocked in that direction, Oxley's 

party turned north-east on 6 July to discover the Castlereagh River. There they turned due east, that 

being the shortest route to the coast. 

 Having passed north of the Warrumbungle Ranges, Oxley had his first glimpse, probably 

from the top of a tree, of the great expanse of the Liverpool Plains (the name he chose) on 24 August. 

 This was just to the west of the present-day Oxley Highway north-east of Coonabarabran. His 

“lofty chain of forest hills” included today’s Mt Talbareeya and Mt Nombi. The party camped on 25 
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August near today’s Garrawilla Spring, south-west of Mullaley. The view from a nearby hill the next 

day revealed “hills, dales and plains of the richest description … bounded to the east by fine hills, beyond 

which were seen elevated mountains” [the latter probably Melville Range on the other side of the 

Liverpool Plains, near Tamworth]. They were still on the western side of Coxs Creek north of Mt 

Nombi. As we know from other sources, they had reached the western edge of a great stretch of 

naturally treeless country that extends on both side of Coxs Creek south of Mullaley: 

 In this great valley [Garrawilla Creek] were numerous low hills and plains, thinly studded with 

timber , and watered by the stream down the banks of whichwe had travelled. From its eastern side 

these low hills gradually rise to a loftier elevation but were still thinly timbered and covered with grass. 

To the ESE and south-east [meaning the view towards Goran Lake], clear plains extended to the foot 

of very lofty hills at a medium distance of from 25 to 40 miles [around 50km]. … from their vast 

extent, they may as a whole be properly denominated plains, yet their surfaces were slightly broken 

into gentle eminences with occasional clumps and lines of timber” (26 August). 

 There were signs of a recent small flood or fresh in one of the lesser creeks that ran into 

Garrawilla Creek, and there was much wildlife: “These valleys and hills abound with kangaroos, and 

on the plains numbers of emus were seen. We seemed to be once more on the land of plenty”. This 

region was a “beautiful and fertile country” compared to the scrubby country (“miserable harassing 

deserts”) that lay behind them and through which they had struggled for six weeks. 

 Beginning with Oxley himself, it has puzzled everyone that the Aboriginal population of so 

fertile a region should appear so sparse. Setting aside the three smokes seen west of Garrawilla, not a 

single Aborigine was met or seen, and there was no smoke from any camp fires, in the eight days that his party took to 

cross the 90+ kilometres of the Liverpool Plains from near Mullaley to Tamworth. 
 

1819-1820 John Howe’s Crossing of Blue Mountains to Hunter 
  The Early 1822 Colonial Settlers in this area were eager for land with plentiful water 

and grassy plains, and the Valley along Cockfighter’s Creek through to Jerry’s Plains became an 

early focus. 
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 Grassy Plains along Cockfighter;s Creek to Jerry’s Plains on the Hunter River, and over the 

Valley Saddle Ridge to the East again the Hunter River Flats. Further to the East is the Rich Hunter River 

Flats Saint Patricks Plains.  

 John Howe in March 1820 had opened up the Hunter River from “The Bulgar” through to Wallis 

Plains and “The King’s Town” Newcastle for the Colonial Settlement of the 1820’s. 

John Howe explorations 

  

 Connectivity to “Blue Mountains, Linkage to Wollombi Valley and Howes Valley 

 

 Again the colony was trapped in Saint Patricks Plains surrounded by Mountains. 

 

 The next phase of exploration of the Hunter Region did not begin until 1821-23 when 

Surveyor Henry Dangar was instructed to survey the Hunter River and Allan Cunningham, botanist 

and explorer, approached the Goulburn River and Pages River, starting from Bathurst (1822-1823).  

 

 

1821 
 The first colonist to enter the country above Bathurst was James Blackman, the young 

superintendent of convicts and district constable at Bathurst since 1819. He blazed a line to the 

Cudgegong River in 1821.With three companions, Blackman (aged about 29) explored a route from 

Bathurst to the Cudgegong River. He went through Aaron's Pass, named after his Aboriginal servant 

and guide, followed the Cudgegong for about 40 km, and came to the Burrundulla Swamps, but did 

not reach the major Aboriginal camp-site at Mudgee. 

 William Lawson, now aged 47, was the recently appointed Government Commandant at 

Bathurst. With Blackman he followed Blackman’s route further out to Muggie [Mudgee] later the 

same year. Lawson made further exploratory trips north of Mudgee in 1822, accompanied once again 

by Blackman and guided as before by local Aborigines. In January 1822he explored the Talbragar 

River which runs WSW from near Cassilis to Dubbo. He found the Goulburn River, which runs east 
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to the Hunter, on 30 November 1822. (Pursuing their different botanies—pastoralist vs. scientist—he 

and Allan Cunningham literally crossed paths on one occasion.) In 1823 Lawson even crossed 
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1822     

  

1823 
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1824 

 In the case of the south-west section of the Plains, around Premer and Tambar Springs, Allan 

Cunningham imagined that all or part of the reason for a sparse population was the Bathurst-Mudgee 

pogroms of 1824-25. He supposed that the posses of soldiers and settlers scouring the region would 

have gone north over (through) the Liverpool Range. But there is no direct evidence for this 

hypothesis. Indeed, such evidence as we do have counts against it. The “sweeps” around Mudgee in 

1824 were carried by four distinct parties of armed white men accompanied by Aboriginal guides. 

 The party that went north in the direction of the Liverpool Plains on 17 September 1824 was 

led by Major James Morisset. It consisted of an army officer (Morisset), two or three mounted 

civilians, one or two Aboriginal guides and (marching on foot :) about 10 infantrymen (“RedCoats”) 

from the 40th Regiment. (Morisset himself rode of course.) They travelled for ten days, i.e. five days 

out and five days back. Now trained foot-soldiers can marchfor about around 20 km a day. Thus if 

they travelled in a straight line, without any ‘sideways’ sweeps, they could gone for some 100 km. 

 That would have taken them barely as far as Pandora’s Pass. The only reasonable conclusion 

is that they scoured only on the Mudgee side and did not go into the Liverpool Plains. None of the 

four parties killed any Aborigines and indeed only one party even saw an Aborigine. (It was the 

perceived uselessness of infantry that led the colonial authorities to give the soldiers horses: this was 

the origin of the Mounted Police of NSW.) 

 The following month, October 1824, Henry Dangar, Government Surveyor, set off with a small 

party to explore the upper reaches of the Hunter and amongst other things look for a pass through the 

mountains to the Liverpool Plains.   Dangar was accompanied by Assistant Surveyor, John Richards; and two 

other white men named Williamson and Allen; and an Aboriginal boy.   They left the farm of Philip Thorley, 

on the Patrick Plains on 7 October 1824 and in the afternoon reached the Richard Hobden’s farm at Jerrys 

Plains.       

On 12 October 1824, Henry Dangar, crossed over the high Southward jutting spur of the Liverpool Range and 

camped by what is now known as Wybong Creek.   On the morning of 14 October 1824, Dangar’s expedition 

began to climb the range.  ‘On the crest of the Liverpool Range they were attacked by a large party of 

natives, possibly a hundred and fifty in number.  One of the party was stuck in the head by a spear before 

they knew the blacks were near. The natives took possession of the horse carrying the provisions, clothes 

and cooking utensils.  After the attack the white men “rallied and made front for about three hours”.  The 

natives content with their booty, allowed them to proceed without further molestation.  The explorers had 

their blankets on their saddles and carried about 25 Ibs of flour in their saddle-bags.’      

‘They camped for the night about four miles from the crest of the range and commenced their return on the 
following day.  Minus the pack horse and its load and with one man bearing a spear wound in his head, 
Dangar’s party eventually reached Dr Bowman’s farm, which is the highest on Hunter River.’   ‘The 
challenging route of the explorers’ return over the mountains became known by the deceptive name of 
‘Dangar’s Pass’ and was so described on early maps.’’  Word of Henry Dangar’s adventures and discovery 
soon spread.  

 The news that Henry Dangar broke free of the Hunter River Valley and crossed the Great 

Dividing Range west of Murrurundi to the North onto the Liverpool Plains, this soon saw Settlers 

venturing throughout the upper reaches of the Hunter and Goulbourn Rivers. 
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 The Village of Warkworth, seven miles north of Bulga,  was originally named “Eduardsville” and was 
mostly inhabited by ex-convicts, except for the Church of England Minister and the  Postmaster and post 
Office on the northern side of Cockfighters Creek near the road to Wambo Estate. 
 
 Adds, then Warkworth, then jerry plains  mounted police 

 Add Broke and Milbrodale properties, dates, Bulga tracks   
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1825 

  

Above: Map of east-central NSW.The two key passes into the Liverpool Plains were Pandoras Pass 

near Coolah (middle-left on the map) and Doughboy Hollow immediately north of Murrurundi 

(centre). In 1825, Allan Cunningham travelled past Merriwa and Cassilis, through Pandoras Pass into 

the Liverpool Plains, and along the valley of Coxs Creek past Premer, Tambar Springs and Mullaley 

(upper left on the map). 

  Alan Cunningham, the Government Botanist, recorded a journey to Hunter's River 

from March 29th 1825 to May 31st 1825.arrived in the Colony of New South Wales in 1817;] 

entitled Cunningham's Journal September 1822 to February 1831. This account breaks off after 

April 10th 1825 [folio 128] with the note that it is continued in "Book No.3 to May 31st". In a series 

of explorations between 1823 and 1827 he discovered Pandora's Pass and the Darling Downs, 

explored the Liverpool Plains and made many other valuable discoveries. 

 The ex-naval lieutenant William Ogilvie, for example: chose 'Merton', opposite modern 

Denman, on a walking trip (!) with the ex-naval surgeon Peter Cunningham in April 1825. 

(Cunningham was aged 36.) Ogilvie occupied his grant some time later that year leaving his family 

in Newcastle until his assigned convicts had finished building a family house. Captain Francis 

Allman too, the Government Commandant at Newcastle, in March 1825 received a grant opposite 

present-day Muswellbrook which he called 'Overton'. Other colonists staked out claims beyond 

'Muscle Brook ' [Muswellbrook] up to present-day Aberdeen. Peter McIntyre 'apportioned' 'Segenhoe' 

on Pages River, north-east of latter-day Aberdeen, for his employer T P Macqueen in May 1825, 

occupying it later that year; and a further 2,000 acres for himself which became 'Blairmore', on 

Dartbrook Creek opposite modern Aberdeen. 'Segenhoe' and 'Blairmore' were not established, 

however, as going concerns until 1826-27. 
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1826 Governor Darling 

 During 1826 Benjamin Singleton was the first to take cattle into the Liverpool Plains via the 

treacherous Dangar’s Pass discovered by Henry Dangar in 1824.316      

 Samuel Eather and family at Richmond drove their stock up the Bulga Road in 1826 in response to an 

advertisement by Benjamin Singleton at Patrick Plains, offering agistment.    The Eathers, having settled in 

the area subsequently applied to the Government for a grant of land, which led them to settle at Jerry’s 

Plains.   

 Construction of ‘the Great North Road’, which for many years served as the main road north from 

Sydney to the Hunter valley, began in 1826.   Convict gangs were to take some ten years to build the road 

through rugged bushland  - Some 700 convicts worked on the road at any one time.   They cleared timber; 

grubbed out stumps; made level surfaces; dug ditches; blasted and shaped stone, and shifted it into position 

(some of the blocks weighed up to 600 kg).   Their hard labour cleared a path of about 20 metres wide, 

constructed various retaining walls, culverts, and 33 bridges.317   

1827 

Solomon Wiseman’s ferry service on the Hawkesbury at ‘Lower Portland Head’ (later known as Wiseman’s 

Ferry), began in 1827 as part of the Great North Road.318   It was the first crossing facility installed on the 

Hawkesbury.319   

A one-man police presence was established in Jerry’s Plains during 1827 to serve that district – He was 

Constable J. Needham.  

  

 Aboriginal Population in 1827 recorded about 300 living at Patricks Plains.  
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1828 

 Rev. J. D. Lang visited the Hunter region in 1828 and observed that ‘in the company of other settlers, 
those at Patrick Plains had suffered in drought, that ‘no settler had sufficient wheat for his own needs’.327   

 By 1828, with the publication of Henry Dangar’s ‘Index and Directory’, each parish within 

the counties of Northumberland and Durham was given a brief description based on the suitability of 

the unappropriated lands for settlement.  For example, the unappropriated lands of the parish of 

Newcastle were described as “generally very barren, and wholly undeserving the emigrant’s notice”, 

while the parish of Lemington was described as “well watered, light soil, and desirable as a grazing 

tract”.30 

 Corporate Momentum on the Hunter  In September 1828, the ‘Australian Agricultural Company’ 

(AACo) was granted exclusive rights by the Colonial Office to mine coal in the Port Stephens area for 31 

years, at the mouth of the Hunter.   They also got a 2000 acres land grant with the right to mine coal.329  

Until this time coal mining was under the control of the Government with convicts providing the labour.   

The Australian Agricultural Company relied for many years on convict labour to develop its coal mines 

settlement at Newcastle.   AACo’s advent was a significant factor in the development of the Hunter, and the 

colony in general.   

1829 Governor Bourke/ Governor Darling 

 Work on the ‘official’ road north of the Hawkesbury, began opposite Dural in 1829.  
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 Map around 1829 showing many of the Settlement Estates such as Castle Forbes, Singleton, 

Blaxland and Cockfigher’s Brook, Camberwell, Lemington, Jerry’s Plains, RQSTS (Royal Queens 

Troops Stockade), and Muscle Brook.   

 Major Mitchell  Plan of Town of Maitland 1829 No 3634  

1830 

 The 1830 depression from failure of crops after three years of Drought 1827 -1830, then followed 

by Smallpox Epidemic during 1830 – 1832. 

 Governor Darling attempted to implement a “19 Counties Plan”, largely for administrative 

convenience, to restrict settlement to a radius 240 kilometres from Sydney.    

 Owing to heavy rains, there was minor flooding of the Hawkesbury region during the years 1830 and 

1831 following three years of drought.  The drought ‘had been so severe that the settlers had been obliged 

to dig up couch grass roots, wash them and feed them to their stock.’ 334   The floods in their turn caused 

property to be damaged, crops and stock lost, and field labour was suspended for a time.   Roads were noted 

to be in a bad state.335   These difficult conditions caused settlers like the Browns and their neighbours to 

travel far a field to seek out new pastures.     Hawkesbury settlers were driven to head north to the Hunter 

following the way explored by John Howe.   Conditions on the Hunter, due to the heavy rains, had much to 

offer.   In the Patrick Plains region, good crops of wheat were in production.336  

 The great smallpox pandemic of 1830-32 can be cited to explain the paucity of meetings with 

Aborigines after about 1830 

 ‘This strategically place …..... could have been even more successful than it proved to be if the highway and 

railway routes had not eventually bypassed Jerry’s Plains’341    

On 15 October 1831, Richard Alcorn was issued a license to keep the ‘Greyhound Inn’ at Fal Brook, 18 km 

North-West of Singleton.   

 

 David Brown and his employees, and sons, commuted overland back and forth between the Cattai, 

and Jerry’s Plains properties to the north, by horseback and moving cattle on the ‘Bulga track’ pioneered in 

1819 by John Howe.   Later on the Browns may have very occasionally taken advantage of the better ‘Great 

North Road’ route, and the comparatively fast steamship service (once established) for travelling to Sydney 

with women and young children of the family or the transport of goods, especially where they needed to 

travel via Newcastle or Maitland.   Generally, settlers on the lower Hunter tended to use the ‘Great North 

Road, when rugged terrain was not a concern, and driving cattle to southern markets. Settlers on the Upper 

Hunter, such as David, tended to use the ‘Bulga track’. 

1831  

 In that same year of 1831, government officials decided to establish a mounted police station at 

Jerry’s Plains to help control the increasing bands of marauders roaming the district and to help deal with 

any trouble between the whites and the Aborigines.     Barracks and officers quarters were built on the 
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surveyed official village reserve in 1832 to house this branch consisting of one subaltern, one sergeant and 

11 rank  

 These Explorations opened the way for Major Mitchell’s 1831 Exploration following the 

Great North Road path he planned in 1829. 

 Eathers and Family with 1 year old baby came by Bullocks from 

Hawks bury in 1826 and  were managers of  Joseph Onus Grant of 550 

acres on east side of Wollombi Brook. 

 Major Mitchell  Plan of Port Macquarie April 1831 No 3679 

1833 Governor Bourke  

 Major Mitchell Plan of Town of Bungonia 22 February 1833, and Plan of Town 

  of Goulburn 9 June 1833  

1834 Governor Bourke  

 Major Mitchell Plan of Town of Appin 22 February 1834 No 1170, and Plan of 

  Town of Wollongong 1834 No 5963 

Add Photo of Mrs Eather and baby riding on Bullock. 

1837 

 As squatters began to move into the country from the 1830s (refer to Section 3.12 Pastoralism), 

starting a struggle for resources, tensions began to be recorded. Connor recounts a series of incidents in 

1837 that led to a punitive expedition by the NSW Mounted Police.    

Kamilaroi (Gamilaraay) women were being abducted by stockmen and this probably led Kamilaroi men to kill 

Frederick Harrington in June at Charles Purcell’s station in the Warrumbungles. On 21 September Lieutenant 

George Cobban of the 50th Regiment, commanding the Hunter River division of the Mounted Police, was 

ordered to look for Harrington’s killers.26    

A Post Office was established in 1837 and an ex-convict, Robert Thomas Capp, was the first Postmaster. By 

this time, Jerry’s Plains had become an important junction between Maitland and Cassilis on the Gammon 

Plains near Merton, and further to Bathurst.  In 1844, the first school was established in the town by the 

Church of England.  The residents of the town petitioned the government for a public school in 1847, 

however, it was not established until 1881. 

1838 
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 Major James Nunn of the Mounted Police led an expedition to the Peel, Gwydir and Namoi Rivers. 

This party surrounded a Gamilaraay camp on Waterloo Creek, southwest of the present day Moree around 

26 January 1838. In a brief battle possibly 50 Aboriginal people were killed. This event caused alarm in 

government circles but response to it was overwhelmed by the Myall Creek massacre later in the same year 

and an escalation of conflict around the Port Phillip District.   

1846 
 Elizabeth Collins in 1914, the daughter of James Clarke who settled in Bulga 1846 wrote that her 

brother had seen as many as 200 -300 Aboriginal people camping on the hill in Mr Eather’s paddock at Bulga. 

1850 

 “We live quite near the Bulga Mountains, we have also had visit of a Tribe of blacks. King 

Terry and his Tribe, in all about 20 they are very quiet, good natured people down here they talk 

broken English, they are very amusing indeed. They camp close beside us, and I have plenty of their 

company – King getting me wood and watter. All they want for their labour in return is something tp 

eat. They are fond of rambling about in the bush they live chiefly upon the opossum which they roast 

and eat without bread or salt or anything. They sometimes get Kangaroo but not often they are only 

to be found in the mountains and the opossum is everywhere to be found where there is trees and 

water they climb up the trees and cut them out of thhe holes in the limbs. They can tell the trees they 

are in by the feet marks on the bark” 

 

1852 
 The last great Bora Ceremonies at Bulga was in 1852  where 600 Aboriginals from man tribes as far 

as Mudgee.  

We need not doubt that there were bands living and hunting on the LiverpoolPlains. This is certain 

from contemporary and later references. For example, in 1825,Cunningham found a hamlet-like 

group of huts, and he surprised a small band, on the lower part of Coxs Creek. And Aborigines are 

mentioned in the reminiscences of the first settlers to occupy the Warrah, Quipolly and Quirindi 

districts in 1826-29.William Nowland was “given no peace” by the Aborigines for there first three 

years he was in the Warrah district (1826/27-28/29). In 1829 MacDonald and Single's men occupied 

a run on the eastern side of the Mooki River calling it where there are many fish],and John 'Jock' 

Allen went soon thereafter to occupy a run later called ‘Conadilly’on the left or western bank of the 

Mooki near Caroona (Walhallow), immediately west of Quirindi. 

 The Kamilaroi were regarded as still “troublesome”, as Allan Woodremarks, so MacDonald 

and Single's men and Allen built their huts “close together” .and Lieutenant Steele of the mounted 

piece mentioned ‘ the Mocai on Liverpool  

 

The British pegged out nearly the whole of the Upper Hunter River in the space of one brief year  

. In the words of the local historian Allan Wood,“ within a year of Henry Dangar's first venture into 

this valley [1824-25],except for one disputed tract, all river frontage lands as far as 'Segenhoe'[near 

Aberdeen] and all the lower bottoms of branching vales to the same distance, had either been 

granted, sold, reserved for sale or [offered in]conditional free grant to individuals or reserved for the 

Corporation or Management of [future] Churches and Schools. ... There was a scramble for all the 
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river lands from present Muswellbrook to the confluence of Hunter's and Page's Rivers [south of 

Murrurundi], and claims in the area above Aberdeen were not sorted out until July 1825.” 

 

Pogroms  The Russian word pogrom (погро́м, pronounced [pɐˈgrom]) is a noun derived from the 

verb gromit' (громи́ть, pronounced [grɐˈmʲitʲ]) meaning "to destroy, to wreak havoc, to demolish 
violently". 
pogrom. The organized destruction of an ethnic group is called a pogrom. The word comes to 
English via the similar Yiddish and Russian words; pogrom literally  

      
   

The large estates (1000 acres and over) accounted for about half the total number of 191 land 

grants held by resident settlers in the Region and covered about 91% of the area with all but 

eight owned by free immigrants of whom two thirds had arrived in the colony since the 

beginning of 1821. Of the remaining eight large estates, six were held by men born in the 

colony and two by ex-convicts. 

Some of the wealthier settlers arrived in Australia with resources such as tools, labourers and 

stock. The most outstanding example of this approach to settlement was Thomas Potter 

Macqueen who arranged for the importation of a carefully chosen party of mechanics, farmers 

and shepherds, farm machinery, stores, sheep, horses and stud cattle in two chartered ships 

arriving in Sydney in 1825.  All were transported to his lands in the County of Brisbane, 

establishing his estate Segenhoe.    
 Much of the high quality construction was carried out under the supervision of Assistant 

Surveyor Percy Simpson, based at Wisemans Ferry between 1828 and 1832, and Heneage Finch, 

who was in charge of construction around Bucketty and Laguna in 1830-31. 

Simpson was an engineer who had a sound knowledge of the latest road construction techniques 

being developed in Europe. He had the most difficult sections to build, like the steep descents 

from the ridgeline to the Hawkesbury River at Wisemans Ferry. Much of the high quality work 

http://oz2.ikoniq.com.au/about-the-trail/key-people/lieutenant-percy-simpson
http://oz2.ikoniq.com.au/about-the-trail/key-people/heneage-finch
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done under his command remains intact today - a tribute to his ability to lead an unskilled and 

unwilling labour force to produce such an engineering masterpiece. 
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Umwelt Ravensworth 2010 Archeology 

Era when walking Paths became Tracks, Rivers and Brooks surficed until Roads. 

 

 Add details of who were the first to venture further was it Dangar with Australian 

Agricultural Company or first by Explorers. 
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 At the same time (the late 1820s), besides mapping the large half-circle (known as the “limits of 

location”), the Surveyor-General, Thomas Livingstone Mitchell, proposed three main traffic arteries leading 

to the main provincial centres: a Great South Road to Goulburn, a Great Western Road to Bathurst, and a 

Great North Road to Maitland.  He also took some trouble designing these three minor capitals.  The Hunter 

Valley being so promising – almost a sub-colony in terms of wealth and importance - the Surveyor-General’s 

plan for Maitland was particularly ambitious.13    

 Two problems interfered with Mitchell’s hopes for symmetry in the north, both characteristic of the 

place of the Hunter Valley within colonial New South Wales.  The Great North Road crossed extremely 

challenging country.  The building of a good thoroughfare came to a halt in the early 1830s and was not 

resumed for many years.  Travel by sea was increasingly efficient, thanks to steam ships, and with the spread 

of settlement inland it could be just as convenient to reach the Valley from the western side of the Blue 

Mountains.  Thus the envisaged road to Maitland did not evolve as planned.  

 These developments revived the fortunes of Newcastle as a port town, while movement up the 

Valley, to Singleton and beyond, similarly undermined the vision for Maitland.  A straggle of shops on the 

main road inland, a few miles away on the other side of Wallis Creek, was at first called West Maitland.  But 

it drew all the life from the official town site.  In due course West Maitland became Maitland, the largest 

town beyond Cumberland, and the government town, one of Mitchell’s best visions, barely survived as East 

Maitland.  Only the outline of streets remained, as evidence of late Georgian town-planning in Australian 

terms second only to Adelaide. 
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Major Culture References 

Life in Cockfighters Valley Precinct 1848 – 1952 
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Colonial Records Study Helen Brayshaw 1986 
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A History of Bulga “Gateway to the Hunter Valley 1820 
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